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Vol. LIII No.3 Bridgewater State College October 11, 1979 
Massachusetts State College System Week: 
Events Announced 
"Massachusetts State College On Wednesday, October 17, thE New England in the 1980's?" Panel 
particiapants are: Paul Szep, 
Boston Globe; Nancy Pomerene, 
former editor, Boston Magazine, 
now editor Ad East; David Moran, 
ceremony will take place' at Shea 
and Durgin Residents Halls. 
staff, and selected student leaders 
beginning at 5:00pm in the Student 
Union Cafeteria, also on Sunday. 
System Week" will be celebrated 0 f fie e 0 fUn de r 9 r a d u atE 
thoughout the Commonwealth Admissions is hostinganon-campu~ 
from October 12 through October informat ional program fOl 
21, 1979. As last year, each of the Community College counselors and 
ten Masachusetts State Colleqes interested academic department 
will be hosting numerous progran1s. representatives. The program 
The following are among the begins at 11:00 am and includes a 
activities scheduled to be offered at luncheon. 
Bridgewater State College: On Wednesday, October 17, the 
On Friday, October 12, the new Burnell }C\ll11J2u~.-.schQ.QLwill 
. Boston Phoenix; Bruce Smith, 
Brockton Enterprise; and Gerald 
Fitzgerald, New Bedford Standard· 
Times. All are welcome to uHend 
this program, where audience 
participation will be invited. 
From 4:00pm to 6:00pm the 
College will host a Sherry Reception 
in the Student Union Ballroom for 
faculty, staff, and selected student 
leaders. 
• The College will .host an 
"I" Aoorec.iation Buffet" for faculty, 
,J4.~ • "'""'~'~';':"">M"I;, 
At a time and date to be 
announced, the College plans to 
host a ceremony officially 
dedicating the new Burnell Campus 
School, which is located off Burrill 
Avenue. 
Election Results Department of Art is hosting a host a 7:00 'pm Open House for reception from 2:00 to 5:00 pm in the parents, students, and interested 
first floor gallery of the Art and townspeople. 
General Classroom Building in Also on Wednesday, the 
celebration of the exhibit which ha: Department of Philosophy and 
been on display in the gallery, Religious Studies and the Student 
paintings from the Brockton Art Government Association are co-
Center Permanent Collection. All sponsoring an 8:00 pm program in the 
are welcome to attend this special Student Union Ballroom which 
program. features "Captain Ray of Light," a 
On FrIday, October 12, "The psychic explorer. The event is open 
1 Golden Age of Steam"art exibit will to all. 
';'oUic-iaITy open at 7:00 pm in the On Wednesday, there will also be 
Maxwell Library with a reception for a water show presented by the 
the artist, Joseph R.~,Q~b.....)0 highly acclaimed BSC synchronized 
which all are welcome. The exhibit swimming team, the.IAquabEyt~s, at 
will be on display through the end of 8:00 pm in the l-<.el1Y·-Gymriaslum 
October. Poo!' A water safety segment is 
On Saturday, October13, the included in the program. All are 
IFaculty Wives Club of Bridgewater welcome to aftend. 
'~srare College will present its annual On Thursday, October 18, the 
Arts and Crafts Show. The show '~ International Students Association 
will be held from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm _··;nE·e College is sponsoring a forum 
in the Student Union Cafeteria. form 10:00 dm to 2:00 prn in Student 
Adfriission ,is 50Q:. Union rooms 205 and 206. 
On Tuesday, October 16, at 11:00 fnformation on study abroad will be 
am, a program will be held on lower available and international students 
campus in the vicinity of Boyden attending BSC will share their 
Hall which will feature the formal experiences. 
presentation of the new $150,000 Also on Thursday, October 18, 
aerial ladder fire truck recently the Department of Communication 
acquired by the town of Bridgewater Arts and Sciences and the Office of 
through the combined efforts of Career Planning are co-sponsoring 
local legislators and officials of the a discussion forum at 8:00 pm in the 
town of Bridgewater, the College, Librar9 Lecture HaiL Five print 
and the Southeastern Massachu- media representatives will comprise 
setts Correctional Institute at a panel to discuss "What Are the 
Bridgewater. Important Roles of Print Media in 
On Saturday, October 20, the 
Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions at Bridgewater is 
hosting an Open House for 
prospective students, their families 
and friends, and interested 
members of the general public form 
10:00 am ·to 1:00 pm. Tours, 
department exhibits, and 
refresments will be reatured. The 
Open House program will continue 
on Sunday afternoon.; 
Also on Saturday, October 20, 
the Bridgewater State College?Stage 
Band, under the direction-"or~ 
Professor Vinc~nt" Ganl)QD.of the 
Department of MuslE;"wil1 provide 
musical entertainment during Open 
House from 10:00 am to 11:00 am 
outside, weather permitting. 
On Sunday, October 21, from 
1:00 pm to 4:00 pm, the. Coltege 
~,Qpen House will be held, featuririg 
tours, c\('!partment exhibits. and 
refreshments_ , 
On Sund~y, the JIEnsemble . 
Theatre invites intreste 'persons to 
an open regearsal of its production 
of Man of La Mancha from 2:00pm 
to 3:00pm during Open House in the 
Student Union Auditorium.' 
At 2:00pm the College Alumni 
Association is hosting the 
dedilc:t.ion of the Dean Emerita 
EllenL§bea and Professor Emeritus 
GeorgelDur,sin portraits, 
commissio~ed'" by the Alumni 
Association. The portrat unveiling 
Boyden Lawn Damaged 
Now that Boyden Hall is being 
renovated, classes have been 
moved to the old Burnell School. 




Thursday, October 11th, the 
Bloodmobile will make a visit to 
Bridgewater State College. 
Bridgewater State College has 
a!ready established itself as the 
highest blood donation center in 
!:;olJtheastern Massachusetts, and 
we need your help if we are to keep 
tha.t reputation. 
,':"5 an added' incentive Zl twentv 
five dollar cash donation will b~ 
given to the class with the largest 
nU'.Tlber of donors. So help to boost 
your class treasury and save d life at 
.1_. same time. 
Walk-in donors will, of course, be 
welcomed, as well a's students and 
facultv \-vho made appointments in 
aclvance at the Bloodmobile 
Registration Table across from the 
College Bookstore (October 3, 4, 5, 
9, J 0) or through the Office of 
Student Life. 
Pleds~ rernt:'mber, that if you or 
;.In''' n18mb,,:t d I,iOlir inl1YH:'.dii)i~ 
family is ever in need of blqod, the 
szrvice will be provided, free of 
charge by the Red Cross through 
the Bridgewater State College Blooe 
Bank! All that is r~quired is that you 
notify the Office of Student Life 
which administers the Bridgewater 
State College Blood Bank Program. 
The Bloodmobile Unit will be, in 
the Student Union Bc:dlroom on 
, Thursday, October 11th, from 10:00 
1.m. to 3:45 p.m. If you are in good 
health, weigh at least 110 pounds 
and an~ 17 ~Jears of :mu are 
eligible 10 donate. Save d the 
Blood Balik Progl (1111. 
The Bloodmobile Unit will be in 
the Student Union Ballroom on 
Thursda~', October 11th, from 10:00 
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. If YOLl are in good 
health, weigh at least 110 pounds 
and are 17" years of age you are 
eligible to donate. Save a life and 
')-:lve a cool·de. 
elected to walk across the Boyden 
Hall front lawn from the Student 
Union to Burnell. 
Vice President Deep believes that 
"the students feel that the quickest 
way to the bUilding is that line_" He 
said that it was unfortunate that 
there was no concrete walkway, but 
we can't put one in. . 
When the problem of students 
walking along the lawn carhe up last 
year the area was fenced off. V.P. 
Deep stated" "We don't want to 
fence off the' area (again)" it was 
unsightly last year." Thereis already 
a dirt path leading from Woodward' 
Hall to the Student Union. Another 
path would further mar the 
Quadrangle, which is used for 
Commencement Exercises every 
year. 
V.P. Deep remarked that the 
College Community Relations 
ounCI used to handle such' 
problems as this. He said, "We don't 
h:ll)(' it now beCllu.sc it may be in 
viola! ion of the faculty cant ract; 
pcevjoysly , fckt.dty , 0tudeni 
leaders, and colle98 administrators 
rnade Lip the committee." 
Since classes will be held in 
Burnell until Boyden Hall ,is 
renO'jateci, V.P. Deep asks us to 
"take 10 steps and use the 
established (concrete) pathway; be 
ecplogy minded."He asl\s for your 
cooperationl 
Class of 1983 
President 
Wayne Rogers ............................. 171 
Th~resa Maze ............................. 111 
Vice President 
Debbie Chuna ............................. 173 
Sandra Goldstein ........................... 93 
Secretary 
Debbie Birch .............................. 140 
MariAnn Imbaro ........................... 138 
Social Director 
Cathy Weiss ............................... 231 
Senators 
Nancy Silva ............................... 183 
Jeff Feingold ............................... 173 
Steve Mulligan ............................. 163 
Mary Ornstein ...... , ...................... 155 
Bill O'N~iIl 
E. Eileen Hantzis 
Ellen Rathke 
Class of 1981 
Secretary 
Gina Ferrin .......... , ..................... 231 
Beth Hart Williams .......................... 89 
Class of 1980 
Senators 
Pat Gesner .......... ; ..................... 257 
Lorna Holbrook ............................ 253 
Yearbook 
Editor 
Mike Mason .. , ............................... 4 
Assistant Editor 
Cathy Cullow ............................... 212 
Secretary 
Maureen Sullivan ............................. 7 
Senior Representatives 
MaryAnn Sullivan .......... , .................. 6 
Sue French .................................. ,.5 
Junior Representatives 
Jeff Grimes '~ ............................ ; ..... 3 
Nolan, Shaw ....... ' ........... ',' .............. 2 
Brad Hamel ........... l •••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
I Dan Brandana ............................... 2 
Wayne Hyd .................................. 2 
Terry Perkins ................................ 2 
Brian Arch Deacon ; ......................... ,_2 
i Dianne Dialso ............ ., ....... '.,' ....... 2 
Sophomore Representatives 
'Sue Goodwin ; .............................. 15. 
John Quinn .......................... , ....... 9 . 
F reshtnan Representatives . 
Cathy Grimes ............................... 7 
Chris Ugerland ........... ~ ~ . ~ , .............. 9 
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Editorials 
The Comment apoilogizes for allowing the phrase "fnvigorating rape" 
to appear in the article "A Quixotic Fantasy." The fact that this phrase 
remained in the article through a slip of memory and not with malicious 
intent is really no excuse. Every woman and everyman on campus 
should have felt insulted when she or he read that phrase. To those who 
were insulted, we can only apologize. Those who were not insulted, who 
thought that "invigorating" was an appropriate or amusing term with 
which to describe a rape, read on. 
Try talking to a woman who has been raped. We guarantee that 
"invigorating" will not be used to describe the ex:perience. Try 
"humiliating." Try "degrading." Try "debasing" or '~horrifying" or 
"terrifying." Try '1 can't stand to have a man look at me on the street 
anymore." '1 nvigorating" is certainly not an apt synonym f'Qr any of those 
words or phrases. '1nvigorating" would be appropriate in a description of 
a' walk on a crisp autumn day, not of a terrifying experience. 
Again, we apologize tor this error. 
KMT 
tLetters to the Editor I 
Invigorating?? 
To the Editor: 
Does the writer of the advance 
pitch for Man of La Mancha get his 
or her jollies fromthinking about an 
"invigorating rape scene," or is it a 
matter of not being able to use and 
- understand a thesaurus or 
dictionary? 
To some men rape is invigorating; 
to all women rape is despicable. 
Women have finally succeded in 
convincing the populace that rape is 
violence and not sex. Violence is 
never invigorating to the victim. 
Webster defines "invigorating" as 
bracing or stimulating; did the writer 
really mean this? If so, please see 
your psychiatrist. If not, please see 
your librarian at Maxwell Library for 
instruction in the use of Roget or 
Webster. 
One last point--doesn't the Editor 
of the Comment have the final say 
in making sure that all articles 




.•• 0 no 
dramatic 
value?" . 
To the Editor: 
r am writing in response to the 
Ensemble Theatre's article "A 
Quixotic Fantasy," describing its 
upcoming product ion of the musical 
Man of La Mancha. P;ease allow me 
to direct a few comments and 
questions to the spo]-\esperson of 
the theatre. 
First of all, I am struck by your 
illiJstrious description of the rape 
scene involving the character 
Aldonza, "Invigorating," dear 
spokesperson? Can you honestly 
conceive of a rape as invigorating? I 
frankly, cannot. Rape to me, is far 
from invi!=!orating. If you yourself are 
ever raped, and find it invigorating, 
please let me know. 1 would be truly 
amazed. 
I am also struck by the extr12mely 
light manner in which youtreat the 
character Aldonza. Don Quixote, in 
your opinion, will "come to life, 
enticing you with laughter, and 
possibly breaking your heart," whIle 
poor, insignificant Aldonza will 
merely "bear the brunt of their (th'e 
men's) energy." Come now;. 
spoke§pefson, is Aldonza so trivial 
to be sloughed off with such an 
insulting . tribute? And if Don 
Quixote is "on the dramatic side;" 
does that mean Aldonza is of no 
dramatic value? ' 
Which brings me to my next 
question: have you ever even seen 
Man of La Mancha? I trust, dear 
person, if you had you woald have 
given more consideration to your 
description of this magnificently 
beautiful musical, which incidently, 
owes just as much of its beauty to 
Aldonza as to Don Quixote. 





It has come to my attention that it 
is the duty of the Campus Police to 
open the Student Union. All along I 
hi;l.ve blamed the employees who 
have walked right by as a group of us 
are standing shivering from the early 
morning chill. I extend my apologies 
to the staff and focus my attention 
toward the Campus Police. 
I'm sure these men have alot to do 
and I don't discredit their integrity or 
their abilities. Friday the 28th I drove 
by early and there was an officer out 
of his car in the upper (gym) parking 
o 0 
o o o 
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lot Just lOOKing arouna, not walKmg, 
just looking. . 
I don't mind standing around 
outside for the 30 minutes or so, I 
just question what is going to 
happen when the cold sets in? 
I'm sure these men don't do it 
intentionally, but a habit is hard to 
break. So as winter comes upon us, 
will these men fulfill their duties? 
I know what happens when I don't 
























would mean that all students 
enrolled in degree programs would 
be required to complete and pass a 
foreign language to what would 
probablY be the intermediate level. 
The school's policy as it stands 
now states that each department 
shall decide independently whether 
or not it will require the' foreign 
language in order to earn it's 
respective degree (i.e.: Psychology 
does require an intermediate 




At this time there is pending 
before the contract committees of 
this college a plan to crlate a general 
education requirement?(GER) in the 
L!:::..~~~"l~nguages. If approved this 
As of 9/25/79 the plan had not 
been formally submitted to College 
Curriculum Committee, according 
to an administrative spokesman. It 
has and is being discussed, 
(Co~~. ,on p. 3) 
On behalf of the one hundred and 
fifteen students, faculty, staff and 
neighbors here at the college, I 
would like to express our $ratitude 
and appreciation to Mr. Ed(Gorman 
and the Cusfom Food Man'agement 
Service for their excellent and 
professional service he provided for 
us as we travelled info Boston to see 
Pope John Paul II. . 
I am particularly grateful for th~ 
coffee and doughnuts he provided 
here at the Center and the .opening. 
at the cafeteria an hour early so that 
the students could make 
sandwiches. 
. Gratifully, 
Fr. JoJ McNamara O.M.I. ~amalic Center 





Again,. it is nearly November and 
with November come the annual 
Hgmecoming Festivities at 
Bi'i~gewater State College. The 
Brotherhood of Alpha Upsilon is 
again proud to announce that it will 
be the organization in charge and 
sponsor of The Homecoming 
Queen Selection for 1979. It is up to 
the students to make this event 
work. You, the students have a 
direct voice in the selection when 
you vote for the candidate of you r 
choice in late October. Now is the 
time for a club or organization, oln 
campus or off, to nominate a BSC 
student as a candidate for the titlE!. 
These nomination papers must 
include the name and address of th(~ 
club or organization, the name and 
address' of the nominee and a ven; 
brief personal history of th;~ 
nominee. The Brotherhood will b(2 
accepting these nomination paper.:; 
at the Alpha House (25 Park 
Terrace) until Monday, October It5 
at which time the nominations wiU 
be closed. The Brotherhood is 
happy to carry out this 
responsibility and to make it work 
we are asking for as many 
candidates as possible to allow fOF a 
much diversified and interesting 
group of participants. So, please: 
put in your papers and lets help 
make this important activity of the 
Homecoming Celebration as 
excitin~ .. and competitive as 
Deadlines 
Monday at noon: Classified 
Ads , Advertisments and 
Announcements. 
Tuesday at noon: Articles, 
Letters and Commentaries. 
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I Announcements I 
BE A HEART SA VER 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) 
Do you wish to be~ome: cert!f~ed as a basic life support rescuer?($2.00 
fee for cour~~ matenals} ... certlfled as an instructor in CPR? (for those 
alr.eady c~rtlf~ed as rescuers and who wish to be able to teach CPR to 
others, there IS a $5.00 fee for course materials.) Each compietebasiclife 
support cours~ meets from 6:00 pm to 9:30 pm on Tu~sday.and ' 
!hl!rsday evenmgs ?f the same week. Sign·up lists for the courses 
mdlc~ted below are m the chairman's office, Department of Biological 
ServIces. 
Course no. 1-0ctober 23&25 
Course no. 2-0ctober 30 & November 1 
Course no. 3-November 6 & 8 
Course no. 4-November 13 & 15 
Course no. 5-November 27 & 29 
Course no. 6·December 4 & 6 
Course no. 7 ·December 11 & 13 
Special arrangements will be made for scheduling the instructor's 
course. 
CA THOLIC CENTER SPONSORS RETREAT 
The Catholic Center is sponsoring a Retreat to Glastonbury Abbey in 
Hingham from October 12-14. We will leave Bridgewater about 5:30 pm. on 
Friday and return mid· afternoon on Sunday. The program includes daily 
meetings with the.monks of the Abbey, along with individual free time and 
talk· discussion periods. Located less than one mile from <the beach, the 
grounds and setting provide a unique atmosphere for personal andspir:tual 
growth. For more information or sign·ups, please contact Fr. JOEc at 
extension 555. There is a small charge for the weekend. 
THE CLEMENT C. MAXWELL LIBRARY 
REGULATIONS FOR USE OF BULLETIN BOARDS 
Dr. Owen T.P, McGowan, has issued the following regulations 
governing student use of bulletin boards in The Clement C. Maxwell 
Library: 
··Notices must be related to college activities. 
··Notices must be stamped by the library secretary before posting; 
otherw.ise they will be removed from the bulletin boards. It is requested that 
standard grammar and spelling norms be observed. 
··Those posting notices are responsible for removing them when they are 
outdated. 
··Notices should be on posterboard and should be no larger than 15" x 18" 
nor smaller thEm 5" x T. 
··Notices of activities which will continue throughout the year should 
nevertheless be changeo from time to time··cr they run the risk of being 
overlooked. '" ..... .~ 
··No more than three notices of the same activity may be placed at the same 
time on library bulletin boards. . 
··The library reserves the right to remove any notices considered 
inappropriate. . , 
········NA·iioNA'L···s·cIENEi···j:·o'V"NiiA·yioN···"MiNoRii'y 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS FOR 1980·1981 
WASHINGTON ,D. C. -~ The N~tional R~search Council will again advise 
the National Science Foundation in the selection of candidates for the 
Foundation's program of Minority G raduat e Fellowships. Panels of ~rninent 
scientists and engineers appointed by the National Research Council will 
evaluate qualifications of applicants. Final selection of Fellows will be made 
by the Foundation, with awards to be announced in March 1980. 
The NSF Minority Graduate Fellowship Pr~gram is open only to persons 
who are citizens or nationals of the United States as of the time of 
application, and who are members of an ethnic minority. group 
u.nderrepresented in the advanced levels of the Nation's science talent pool· 
·i.e., American Indian, Alaskan Native (Eskimo or Aleut), Black, Mexican 
American/Chicano, or Puerto Rican. 
Eligibility is limited to those individuals who, as of the time of application, 
have not completed postbaccalaureate study in e:xcess of 30 semester hours 
or 45 quarter hours, or equival€(nt, in any field of science, engineering, social 
science, or mathematics. Subject to the availability of funds, new fellowships 
awarded in the spring of 1980 will be for periods of three years, the second 
and third years contingent on certification to the Foundation by the 
fellowship institution of the student's satisfactory progress toward an 
advanced degree in sdence. , 
These fellowships will be awarded for study or work leading to master's or 
doctoral degrees in the mathematiCal, physical" medical, 
biological, engineering, and social sciences, and in the hlstory and 
philosophy of science. Awards will not be made in clihical,law, education; or 
business fields, in history of social work, for work leading to medical, dental, 
or public health degrees, or for study in joint science· professional degree 
, programs, Applicants wil1 be judged on the basis of ability. The annual 
stipend for Minority Graduate Fellows will be $4,320 for a twelve· month 
tenure with no dependency allowances. 
Applicants will be required to take the Graduate Record Examinations 
designed to test aptitude and scientific achievement. The examinations, 
"l.dministered by the Educational Testing Service; will be given on December 
8,}.979 at designated centers throughout the United States and.in certain 
foreign countries. 
The deadline date for the submission of applications for NSF Minority 
Gr3duate Fellowships is November 29,1979. Further information and 
application materials may be obtained from the Fellowship Office, National 
Research Council, 2101 Constitutio'n Avenue, Washington,D.C. 20418. 
............................ : ....................... , ..................................................... { ..................... . 
CAREER PLACEMENT CENTER 
The operating hours this semester for the career planning and placement 
office (formerly the career exploration center) are: 
Monday through Friday: 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
Thursday evening: 7:30 pm.·lO:OO pm. . 
Two career counselors (Sue .Krastin and Susan Gallit:mo) will be there to 
a£;sist students in their career decision making. 
CARPENTER'S SHOP 
We are an interdenominational Christian fellowship sharing the Lord with 
each other. We meet Tuesday' at 11:00 in lounge 4 across from the 
information booth and Thursday at 11:00 in the.Green Room. All are 
welcome. 
CHI ALPHA 
Everyone is welcome to Chi Alpha a trans denominational full gospel 
Christian fellowship. We meet TUPi. at 11:00 in S.U. 205. Come and meet 
some new friends! 
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LIBRARY·SMCL 
A .new brochu,re available at thl2 circulation desk of The Clement C. Maxwell 
~Ibra~y explams the services of Southeastern Massachuse~tes Cooperating 
Llbranes, better known as SMCL. 
In existan~e since 1.968, SMCL offers students, faculty m'embers and 
other' users of each of Its member libraries the resources of all of them 
Materia!s may either be borrowed in person bv presentation of one',s 
~ollege ID c~rd, or a free inter·institutional delivery service may be utilized. It 
l~ also pOSSIble to arrange for photocopying of materials at any member 
hbrary upon payment of a nominal fee. 
Bridgewat~r's SMCL membership makes a total of nearly 700,000 
~ol~m~s aV~llable~tp members of the college community. Participating 
mS!ltutIc::ms In ad~ltJon to Bridqewater, are Southeastern Massachusetts 
Umverslty, Stonehlll College, Wheaton College, Brockton Public Library, 
Brockton VA Medical Center Library and Taunton Public Library. 
~ ... ~-'" ~.~ .. " _ .................................. '"'' ." .. 
TUBERCULOSIS SEMINAR"ioii"'NURSES"'ANjj"'CiyiiER 
HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS 
The Massachusetts Department of Public Health,Division of TB Control 
and the .Souther.stern Massachusetts Lung Association (SEMLA) are co. 
sponsonng a. o~e.day T~ Seminar for nurses, B~~rds of Health, Visitins 
Nurse ASSOCIatIons, Public Health Nurses, correctIonal institutions! county 
and state level), detoxification units and general and mental health h~sPitals 
to be held at the Lakeville Hospital Auditorium on Monday October 15' 
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. ' , , 
Topics will include "Pathogenesis of Tuberculosis" with Anne M. Goff 
M.D.,. MRC,~, FACCP, Assistant Medical Director at Barnstable Count~ 
Hospital;. Management of Tuberculosis" covering "Institutional 
Eplde.mlolgy" ·"Case Presentation and Review of Drug Therapy" presented 
by D~ntelJ. Kovnat, M.D.,Medical Director Respiratory Services, Brockton 
e_ Hospital. ~peakers from the Department of Public Health,Division of TB 
Control WIll be: Mary K. Steinkrauss, RN, discussing "Tuberculosis in 
Massachusetts-An Overview"; Thomas J. Kearns, Director offering 
"Tuber~ulosis Co~trol i~ the '80s" and Mar~, R. Rowell, R.N.: Nursing 
S~pervlsor, sp~akmg on Surveillance· Why and How." There will also be a 
slide pr.esentatlon<Care of the Patient in a General Hospital" and in 
concl~slon .there Will be questions and answers and a summary. 
Re~lstratlon forms are available at SEMLA office, P.O. Box 
43,Mlddleboro,Ma. 02346. Deadline·October 5. 
Continuing Education Units (C.E.U ,) have been applied for from the 
Massachusetts Nurses Association. 
.~- .~."~.~::;:'::" ":" .................................. ~ .................... -........................................... -............................................... -..................... _ ... .. 
FORENSIC SOCIETY INVITES STUDENTS TO BECOME 
MEMBERS 
TheBSC Forensic Society invites all students of all majors to become 
members. If you are interested in Debate, Public Speaking, Group 
Discussion,Oral Interpretation,and Acting,then the Forensic Society is for 
you. Competitions are held on weekends. A working. schedule for this 
semester includes trips to Fitchburg State College,Southern Connecticut 
State,Bloomsburg Pennsylvania,and the University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst. Any interested student should contact a member of the society or 
David Correira. Meetings are held on Thursdays at 11:00 in the PIT (across 
from the Communication Office.) 
........ _ ................................................ _ ........ _ .................. _ .......... _ .. 9 ....... ~ ..... _ .. _0 .................................. " ............................................... -_ ....... " .... -- " ...... . 
FALL WHALE WATCH 
Because of the popularity of the spring whale watch trips I have made 
arrangements for a single fall trip, on Saturday, October 27th leaving frorri p. 
town at 1:30 in the afternoon. This will be a five hour trip as the whales are 
furtb~T off,shor:in the falL Cost will be $8.0? per person. Call me at X·317 or 
'. see ,me'1rimy o1fice~Ro6rrl1I6;' CbnanfSdence BafldingifyouWanHo 
go. Space is limited and the trip is open to everyone on a first come first 
served basis.-·John C. Jahoda . ., 
········WRES·iiiNG··yEAM·········· .. ············· .. ····· .................................. _ ........... .. 
The Wrestling Team is looking for anyone who is interested in wrestling for 
Bridgewater State College. Anyone with or without experience is welcome. 
It is important to participate in college activities in order to enjoy your 
college years and The Bridgewater State Wrestlipg team can fill tbat 
purpose. Please contact Bob Flaherty at Rm. 120, Kelly Gym every Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday at 3:00. '. 
. ········MiNJ=COURSES··_······························· .................................. : ................ . 
Mini·Courses are scheduled to begin the week of Oct, 22nd. Keep a look out 
for this semester's brochure. Sponsored by the Student Union Program 
Committee. 
""""YAKING"CARE'O'j:'"B'VSINEss='yoii'A'ND"YOUR"ESTATE' 
fI A panel discussion to aid people in planning the disposition of their estate to 
the best advantage will be held October 4,1979, under the aegis of the 
American Heart Association. Staffing the seminar, which will take place 
from 8:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M. at the Marriott Hotel, Route 128 and the 
Massachusetts Turnpike in Newton, will be leading specialists in the fields of 
law,banking,insurance, and investment management. All participants 
should register' in advance by calling 227 -3917. There is no admission 
charge,however, space is limited. 
................... , ..................... : ..................... _ ............... ': .............................................. . 
. GREENPEACE WALK FOR THE WHALES 
Saturday, October 13, Wate.rfront Park,Boston. All proceeds,willgo to 
Greenpeace and its work to save the whales and seals from slaughter, 
Walkers will be departing between 8 a.m. and 12 noon along a fifteen· 
kilometer course through Boston; Sponsored by weoz and The Real 
Paper. Information packets available at all Store 24 and Strawberries 
locations, or from Greenpeace New England. 286 Congress St. 
80ston,02'210, Phone; (617) 542.7052. . e . , 
········w"RiiiNCi·CENTEii················· .. ············ ................................................. . 
The Writing Center at BridgeV(ater State 'College exists to provide students 
. with tutorial help in. writing. Students are free to drop in during Writing 
Center hours and discuss their writing problems and to arrange a schedule 
oftutorial sessions. The Writing Center hours for the Fal11979 semester 
are: Monday 8:00~11:00 AM, Tuesday 9:00-3:00 PM', Wedn'esday 8:00Am· 
1:00 PM, Tbursday 9:00 AM·3:00 PM, Friday 8:00 AM·1l:00 AM. The 
Writing Center is located in Maxwell Library 238 and can be called by. dialing 
campus extension 545. 
········pjiiS·O"N··COMMiiiEE··················,········· ................... , .......................... . 
The Prison Committee of the East Bridgewater United Methodist Churchis 
sponsoring a seminar on "Lifers and the Death Penalty" on Sunday, October 
14th, 7:00 p.m. at the East Bridgewater Methodist Church. The program will 
include a panel discussion and a question and answer period. Pane! 
members are John Boone, former Massachusetts Corrections 
Commissioner, . Mr. Ronald Amaral, Superintendent of SECe, 
Representative Peter Flynn from Bridgewater, State Senator Robert 
McCarthy of East Bridgewater, and a lifer from SECC on furlough; The 
public and college community is invited to attend. . 
Language 
GER 
(Cont. from p.2) 
however, by various college 
officials; therefore, it is my feeling 
th.at if this is not openly opposed, it 
IAn!! be approved by CCC when the 
final proposal is submitted. 
A group of concerned studnets 
have already met and discussed, at 
an October 3, 1979 meeting, some 
,possible actions in opposition to the 
proposal. They ar.e as follows: A 
peaceful student demonstration 
where, in order to insure its 
effectiveness, a large stu dent 
tur~;.>ut would be necessary; 
p~tlt1ons that are presently being 
CIrculated; and publicity through 
various medias. 
. If you are interested in .getting 
If1volved, or if you have any 
questions or thoughts on this 
matter, please contact Susan 
French, William Mullen, Daniel 




Michael A. Graff 





by Jeff Feingold 
Recently I went ona college tour 
on Mars. I was greeted at the airport 
by the Administer of Education, a 
thin, green-skinned man in a Brooks 
Brothers suit with a butt~n on the 
.1~pe)t~at.sai~:'Vote.(:)r pie." 
.. 1That~sa 'veryfumtv hutton,"'.! 
said. 
. ''It's no joke," he said, "any 
student who doesn't vote is put in a 
freshman Engiisb class. Death is 
slow and painfu1." 
"You take voting seriously." 
'We have to," he said. "We've got 
a lot of problems. For instance, 98 
percent of the students can't read." 
"What about the other two 
percent?" , 
'They're legally dead." 
.He then took me on a 'tour of 
Martian State College. The dorms 
leaked and some had no hot water, 
t~ere weren't enough campus 
police, there were enough course 
requirements to scare off Socrates, 
and students had no say in anything 
at all. 
''Y ou've certainly got a lot of 
problems here, /I I said. 
"That's why we make everyone 
vote." 
'1 wonder if we could make people 
vote on Earth?/I 
"Sure you can. Just threaten 
them with freshman English. Do you 
know there are 29 ways of using a 
comma?" 
"It's not a bad idea. We can't seem 
to get our students to vote, They 
. think student government is ajoke." 
." A comma can be \lsed between 
items in a series; a comma Gan be 
used in a compound sentence; a 
comma can be used·-." 
"Look," I said,"1 don't' think it will 
work. Freshman English just 
doesn't kill oLlrstudents, And 
anyway, we certainly don't have any 
of th'e problems you people have up 
here." 
"A comma can be used to set off 
appositives; a comma can be used 
to setoff nonrestrictive modifiers; a 
comma can be used . .," 
The Comment 
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I Announcements I Hontecoming Preview 
HALLOWEEN'S COMING!! 
What are you going to dress up as this Halloween?? You better start 
thinking-You won't want to miss the excitement coming up soon! There's 
going to be a Halloween Costume Party on Wednesday night. October 31 
the Ballroom. Plan now so you'll have_the besLcostume there!! 
HOMECOMING QUEEN NOMINA HONS . 
The Brotberhood of Alpha Upsilon is now accepting nomination papers for 
the Homecoming Queen competition. The papers must include name and 
address of nominee, name and address of Club or organization nominating 
candidate, and a \,ery brief personal history of nominee. Any club or 
organization on or. off campus can nGminate a BSC student for the title. 
Deadline is midnight October 15th. 
A TTENTION SENIORS 
Graduate School-For those considering graduate and professional 
school, now is the time to start planning. Reference books and considerable 
information on schools and the process are available in the Career Planning 
and Placement Office. 
If you need or want to take the Graduate Rfi!cord Examination, the next 
one offered is on December 8,1979 at SSc. The ,deadline for applying is 
November 7. Applications for the GRE and other grad/professional school 
entrance exams are available in the Career Planning and Placement Office. 
Pick up your College Placement Annual- . 
_ An invaluable help to you in your job search this year is the College 
Placement AnnuaL It contains information on over 1200 companies and 
agencies which recruit nationwide for ALL college majors. To get your free 
copy, come to the Career Planning and PlacemE'nt Office. Supplies are 
limited. so these will be given out on a first come-first served basis. It also 
contains valuable information on how to write a resume, the job search, 
graduate school, and other useful information. 
DAVID AND LISA 
The film classic "David and Lisa" starringKeir Dullea and Janet Margolin will 
be shown at the Bridgewater Public Library on Wednesday, October 10 at 
7:00 P.M_, and on Thursday, October 11 at 3 PM. 
This 1962 feature was adapted from an actual case history of two 
emotionally disturbed adolescents who find their way to stability through 
mutual love and trust. The film showing is free and open to the public and will 
last 94 minutes. 
STOP SMOKING CAMPAIGN 
The decision is yours to join a Stop-,,-Smoking program sponsored .by the 
Greater Brockton Unit of the American Cancer Society. Sessions will be 
held on Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 7:30-9:30 p.m. beginning 
October 4th and continuing until Odober 16th. The gr~.up will meet at New 
England Sinai Hospital in Stoughton. : 
This guided self-help prog~am is an educational effort to inform 
participants about the health hazards of smoking and to provide an 
opportunity to learn about the process of quitting cigarettes. This program 
is open to the public free of charge.T () register '. please .c;allthe IQcai office of 
the American Cancer Society in Brockton at 583·8515, . . 
CHI-ALPHA 
Do some· things bog you down? Do you feel like you nee\:! s':.me extra 
help now and then? If you have a problem, or a need or :!,:ou;just want 
good oldsupport·-we would like to pray for you. If you want someone to 
pray for you simply slip a piece of paper witth your request on it into 
locker number 249 in theStudent Union (ground floor). Someone wi!! be' 
your request in prayer. Sponsored by Chi· Alpha. . 
POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH 
The National Research Council announces its 1980 Research Associateship 
Programs which pro'vide postdoctoral opportunities for scientists and 
enginee(s in the fields of ATMOSPHERIC & EARTH SCIENCES, 
ENGIN"EERING. LIFE SCIENCES, PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES, MATHEMATICS. SPACE SCIENCES. 
App~ications to the NRC must be postmt;)rked by January 15, 1980. Awards 
will be announced in April. Application materials and detailed information· 
about specific opportunities for research and the federal laboratories whIch 
participate ~ hould be requested promptly from the Associateship Office,.JH 
608-01, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, NW,' 
Washington,DC 20418, telephone (202) 389·6554. 
HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB " 
The Human Performance Lab in Kelly Gymnasium will be open to alm,S.C. 
students on MondaY,Wednesday, and Thursday afternoonsfrorn3-5. / 
EXPANDED POL YSTYRENE INDUSTRY SCHOLARSHIP 
The Expanded Polystyrene Division of The Society of the Plastics Industry 
has just tung the opening bell in its Third Annual Scholarship Award 
Competition. University students have the opportunity to win upto $1,000 
for innovative and practical uses of the polystyrene foam material. Previous 
winners have come from Pennsylvania State. Bridgeport University, M.I.T. 
and Michigan State. Imagination and skillful interpretation of an idea 
brought cash awards to students in schools of ArchitecturR, Engineering, 
Industrial Design and Business Administration. The material is most familiar' 
as the white foam molded package that locks delicate merchandise i"nto 
protected space, or as the foam cup that keeps drinks hot or cold. Itlends . 
ftself to countless other uses, and the competition calls on all students' 
creative abilities to initiate new concepts. Preliininary entries are judged on 
the basis of freshness and feasibility and students are advised to continue 
with worthwhile projects; Entry blanks are now available in the Dean's office· 
or by request to The Society of the Plastics. Industry, 3150 Des Plaines 
Avenue, Des Plaines, IL 60018. Final judging will be during the Expanded 
Polystyrene Division's Annual Meeting in March. 
STUDY/TEACHING ABROAD . 
An Orientation and Information for .2111 students interested .in study 01 
teaching abroad second semester will be held on October 18th fronllO-1~ 
and from 1·3 in rooms ~05i 206; and 2Q7 in the Stuqent Union. 
r ~_ ..... ' •••• _ •••• _ ....... _ ............ r' _ .... " • ~ .... _ ..... ; ... ~ • __ •• '_,'" ..... ~ ...... _ •• _ • - • __ ....... ' ••• , •• _ ••• _. "0-' •• - ••••• , •• '" •• - •••• " ••• - .• 
THE CRAFTS SHOW ... .. : 
Be sure to visitThe Crafts Show on October 13th from 10 a.m, to 4 p.m. it 
the Student Union Cafeteria, BridgewaterState College. Many, many crafh 
itemswill be on display. You can buy directions for making each item 
Special activities include a "Make It, TakeIt Corner" for children and one fo: 
adults, also, where you .can make craftitehls. The Crafts Show issponsore( 
the Scholarship <:omrnittee, BridgelAiater State College Faculty Wive! 
Admission onlyfHty cents. 
bv Nanrv Paqllone 
Traditionally, "Homecoming" at 
Bridgewater has always meant a 
lime .for the alumni-a time tor happy 
reUnions with old friends and for a 
pleasant nostalgic trip to yesteryear. 
In keeping with the custom. this 
year's Homecoming November 1-
3,1979, under the directorship of the 
Student Government Association's 
Second Vice-President. Liz Jones, 
will attempt to bring back some of 
Bridgewater's finest and provide 
them with a good time. Hence this 
year's Homecoming theme·"Let the 
Good Times Roll"! 
the quadrangle in front of Boyden 
HaiL r he parade I..l..'ill proceed down 
Summer Sf. to the football field. 
Outside the field's entrance gates, 
prior to the 1:30 p.m. kickoff, there-
will be tailgating. 
Half time of the football game not 
only will include float judging and a 
marching band performance but will 
also give the Alpha Fraternity an 
opportunity to crown this year's 
Homecoming Queen. 
Finally, Homecoming will wind up 
on Saturday evening with four 
events scheduled. 
Two of these events will include 
alcohol and will be open only to 
those twenty and older. The 
Country-western band,- "Cabin 
Fever" will be performil1g in the Rat 
while at the same time t he- now 
famous annual Irish Nite featuring 
an Irish band will be held in TilIy_ 
The other two Saturday pm. 
events will be non· alcoholic; a 
Monte-Carlo Dance/Casino in the 
Commuter Cafeteria and a Nite-
Club act in the ballroom. 
With all these things planned, this 
year's Homecoming should be a 
memorable one. Homecoming 
ticket information as well as other 
~dditional Homecoming news will 
appear in subsequent Comment 
issues. So be sure to keep a watchful 
eye out for details and you won't 
have to miss what just may be one of 
the best Homecoming's ever! 
• The GoodTimes however will not 
be limited only to those who have 
graduated. Hopefully, this yearwe'll 
have something for everyone regMd~~ of ~ek ~e," s~d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
coordinator, Jones when asked D t' 
about Homecoming. 'T d like to see US Y S 
as many people as possible 
participate in this year's events", she 
added. 
This "something for everyone" C I th L · 
philosophy is reflected in this year's O· es, . 'I n e 
scheduling of Homecoming events. 
On Thursday evening ,Nov. 1, 1979 
the Student Union Program 
Committee will usher in the Good 
Times with a Homecoming concert 
featuring m usical performer, 
Maynard Ferguson. Ferguson's 
accomplishments to date include 
the theme from the IT)ovie,Rocky 
and the theme form the television 
serial,Battlestar Gal/octica.Also on 
'Thursday night, the Class of 1980 
makes their Homecoming debut by 
holding a kick-off party at the 
Canoe Club in East Bridgewater. 
. Then on Friday,November 2, the 
SGA will spon~or a dance/concert 
in the S.U. Ballroom which will be 
open to all age groups. A bonfire and 
a "get psyched" rally for Saturday, 
Nov~ 3rd's athletic contests against 
Curry College is also slated for 
Friday eve. .. 
Saturd~y's list of • events hegins 
with a soccer game at 10 a.m. Also 
scheduled for the morning is a 
brunch at the Catholic Center_ 
Then at 12:15 p.m., a ~ade 
featuring a marching band toget~ 
with a series of floats constructed by 
members of various campus clubs 




Mon.--Wed. & Fri.--Sat. 
lOanl--6pm 
Open Thursday lOam to 9pm 
Quality Women's 
Clothing at Discount 
Prices 
Mondays 10% off with BSC ID 
s 
BOUTIGlUE 
246 Main Street Brockton 588-8426 
Check out Headlines fot your alternativeHfestyle supplies; A full line . -
,I' .. ", '. .."' .:, ,",,' .'
. of smol<ing::pa,(.aphe:fhafia~;lJostier$~'·used· ;ecords, &8tracks, t~~.hjrts, 
. . ~,,'..-,/.~ .. :.,',.":; .. ,: .• ~·-r.'" ,,~"'~' ... ,,- . "'." '" : ,,-,.' .ri"" ~,'. .' .~':: ,~.:' -~". :-, 
. unique jewelry, unusual gift items. Stop by and meet Rob, Diane, 
Peter, Kathy and Lauren. 
10% off purchases over $5.00 when you show your BSe ID 
.Good Music GoodPeopie GoodS-iuff 
.' ~. ,';" ~l .,( • ~. 
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Cuunseling Center: 
"Come Talk 
by Lori Parker 
Bridgewater State College has 
many facilities and centers that are 
available to students, but 
sometimes students are not aware 
of their existence. Anyone out there 
v:ho doesn't know about the 
::Coun$,eling Center, should. Dr. Dan 
'lJi ethe 1m , br. Bill Owens, and Dr. 
Chri~tine Ward staff the Counseling 
Center, which is newly located on 
the top floor of the Student Union. 
near the game room. The 
Counseling Center can provide help 
with any personal or social problem. 
According to Dan Diethelm and Bill 
Owens, it 'can also give you some 
real friends to talk to. 
"It doesn't haVE' to be a real 
problem for someone to come and 
talk to us", said Dr. Diethelm. 
Students can come to the 
Counseling Center if they just want 
to talk something over. "Coming to 
talk to us is a positive thing," he 
stressed. The Counseling Center is 
organized to give students someone 
to talk to if something is troubling 
them, if a p-i-oblem is "making fhings 
rough in general" or if they just want 
to discuss a new direction or 
attitude they'd like to take. The staff 
of Bridgewater State's Counseling 
Center can provide personal or 
group counseling, workshops 
consultation, and help in finding 
other outside agencies to help if that 
Faith ,Science 
and The Future 
On Tuesday, October 9, at 11 
a.m .. Bis~op Paulus )..c.ue.9.Qriu~L,pf 
Deihl, IndIa, a prominent theologian 
and officer of the World Council of 
Churches, gave a talk on Faith 
Science and the Future in th~ 
Library Lecture Hall. 
Metropolitan Gregorius first 
5ummarized reports from 
:onferences held at MIT and in 
Vienna this past summer on issues 
jealing with scientific research, 
technology and ethics. Some facts: 
the worldwide population of 
scientists and engineers is estimated 
to be 2.8 million, 94% of whom are in 
the "rich countries." The largest 
segment of the $102 billion annual 
global research fund goes to military 
and "non-essential" good 
productivity. Whenever questions 
of ethics are raised in different 
societies, it becomes difficult or 
impossible to get answers since 
decisions are often made in 
bo~rdroornsi. of. po\.Vert~l. trans-
national corporations where 
success is measured by profit 
margins. 
The Bishop recounted the nature 
of a confrontation between 
protestors and scientists held in. 
Sweden this summer on the issue of 
nuclear reactor safety. While 
scientists overwhelmed the youthful 
demon~trators with safety statistics, 
.t soon became apparent that 
nuclear reactor was only a symbol of 
the uncertainties resulting from 
rapid industrial, urban and often 
nhuman growth which profoundly 
lffect~d the lives of European 
outh. The list of issues involving 
ethics includes genetic engineerings, 
.Jiochemical warfare, and possible 
government dictums on amniosy.n-
thetic test results, which ultimately 
may lead to abortions. 
At the Vienna conference, 
ponsored by the UN, it was 
-eported that the ethical issues 
raised by technolo!:jy and the 
limitations of science are best 
I mderstood by English--speaking 
cholars and least appreciated by 
i -1arxist··Socialists theoreticians, 
ho still adhere to the hope that 
scientific materialism should be of 
utmost concern to a nation. 
Historically, religion and 
philosophy dominated science 
during its infancy but the twentieth 
century brought about a reversal in 
their relationship withthe result that 
theolog~ans and philosophers are 
not ready to respond to urgent 
requests by scientists on ethical 
issues. While the Bishop stressed 
that none of us should take a 
position of antI-science, dll of us 
should be cognizant and assertive of 
our rights to have safer, fuller, 
multidimensional lives. 
................ ~ ....... . 
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is necessary. But mainly, 1)octors 
Diethelm, Owens, and Ward can 
talk over difficulties that really (are 
things everybody goes through", 
Diethelm said. 
Dr. BilllQ\AI~t1.~~whose name may 
not be familiar to upperclassmen 
who have been to Center before, 
just started there this semester. A 
very friendly, open man, he stressed 
that "it is a sign of strength to come 
to the center with anything that is 
l)othering you". When asked what 
~e'd like to say to our readers, he 
"aid that he WdS in a counseling 
qroup oreviously and it helped him 
and he liked it very much. Dr. 
Christine J 'fil9.L9.!. who is not 
permanentrY at the Center. but 
visits weekly, can provide you with 
someone else to talk to, and also a 
woman's point of view. 
If you'd like to contact someone 
at the Counseling Center, you can 
just drop by, between 8:30 and 4:30, 
or even better, make an 
appointment. That can be done at 
the Student Life Office or by calling 
697 -8321, extension 226. After 
hours emergency help can be found 
by calling extension or the BSC 
Infirmary. Remember, anything that 
vou say will be kept completely 
confidential. So, just remember that 
the Counseling Center is there.The 
people there are great people to talk 
to if you ever need them. 
- -- ~ 
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The Arts 
ENSEMBLE THEA TRE: 
Impossible Dreams 
In just two weeks, the Student 
Union Auditorium will be filled with 
historical beauty during the 
~emble Theatres production of 
;Man OJ La Mancha. 
'-unlike many musicals where a 
storyline is constructed around an 
assortment of songs, MaTI of La 
Mancha has a unique background 
all its own. The play is based on the 
book, Don Quixote, written by 
Miguel de Cervantes in the 17th 
century. It is a gentle sensitive 
account of the adventures of a man 
who chose to live much of his life in 
his imagination, rather than reality. 
It is guessed by some that the true 
snirit of Don Quixote Jived in 
Cervantes himself. 
So you are not quite sure who 
Cervantes was? He was, at that 
time, one of the world's most 
obscure and famous writers .. He 
was, however, a failure, spending his 
life in poverty and degradation, 
working as a soldier, playwright, 
poet and tax collector. 
In his lat'e fifties, while in jail, he 
wrote Don Quixote which brought 
him enormous fame but little profit. 
}-Ie died in 1616, within 10 days of the 
death of William Shakespeare. Man 
of La Mancha, according to its 
author Dale Wasserman, is a tribute 
to the tough and tender spirit of 
Cervantes. 
Tickets for Man Of La Mancha-
will be available for sale in front of 
the Student Union Bookstore 
starting Tuesday. October 16. It is 
not an event to be missed. 
NYC Trip Offered 
Th(E'r;semble:rl:li..~tre is o~ering arrivin~ba~k in . Bridgewater at until noon in front of the Student 
a day tnp to New York CIty on approxImately 4:30 a. m. on Sunday, Union Bookstore. The trip is open 
Saturday, November 10. November 11. to the entire campus. 
The bus will leave at 6 a.m. in front F or those interes!ed, sign-up and Further information can be 
of the Student Union Building, and payment ($15 for roundtrip) is on obtained by calling Extension 213. 
Ipi'\\/pc:; Npw York Citv at Midniqht. Tw"!sdav. October 16 from 11 a.m. 
Rick's Unlimited 
569 West St.--Rt~,:106 
at Laurel St. East Bridgewater 
We have a good selection of: 
used home stereos 
new home and car stereos & speakers 
digital· watches 
phones 
electronic test equipment 
electronic games 
CHECK OUR PRICES 
F ....... ~~ ........ ~~~""O--........ """OO-..................... ~ ...... J"' .......................................... r...r~~~.;CI"".....-.:>"".A>""....-.................. .,.. . ..... -g 
~ in dash am-1m 8 track or cassette c:~o~:~:::~.~ .. _ ...................................... : ....................... $49.951§ 
~ .. 5. Y4" coaXial. speakersw/20 oz magn~t ...... _ ... _._ .... _ ...... _ ......... _ ................... -.-.... __ .... ______ . __ ........... _$19.95 8 .Automatic Radio 40 watt power boost,er w/treble & bass contois .. _ .................... : .......... $22.95 
sPioneer SX~580 stereo re. c~iv~r ......................... _ ................ _ ....................................... : ......... _ ... $149.958 8 Studio 44 portable am-1m cassette player/recorder ....... _ ................. _ ..................... _ ...... -........ $29.9?lS 
~.A>"'" ...... . ..c>"".....o""'~....-. ............................................. .cr.."..~ ......................................................... ...c:r~ ................ ..oc:;r"'O-........ "'OC::V-~~....rCIo""'J'"'....r..4 
Open Tuesday through Saturday. Closed SundaY
I L . and Monday. .. ·1 
Rock At 26 
by Joe McDonald 
WHAT A LONG STRANGE TRIP 
Now is the time to catch up on the events that have occurred between 
late March and now. -
March 12, three weeks after going on strike, WBCN, Boston's 
progressive FM rock station went back on the air. The strike began 
February 16, when Michael A. Weiner, president of Hemisphere 
Broadcasting, dismissed 19 staff members. Wiener agreed to rehire all 
staffers. Not long after, Oedipus and Duane Glasscock started the 
"Megathon" that represented one of the best promotional stunts of this 
and/or any year. 
With tickets ranging between $10 and $350, the New Barbarians 
served Keith Richard's Toronto sentence on April 22, by performing at 
the Oshawa Civi~ Auditorium. The band, consisting of Richards, Ron 
Wood and others (including Mick Jagger on a few numbers), performed 
in a benefit concert for the blind .. The c::mcert was part of Richards' 
sentence for a 1977 heroin conviction there. 
Nick Lowe and Dave Edmunds joined Eluis Costello onstage during 
his concert at Brown University. The Costello tour was to promote 
Armed Forces while Lowe performed songs from his new album, Labor 
Of Lust. Lowe and Edmunds began a tour together on June 9 with 
Edmunds' band. Rockpile. Soon after the tour concluded, Lowe married 
Carlene Carter on August 18 in Los Angeles. Carter's mother and step 
stepfather are June Carter and Johnny Cash, which brings about the 
question: when they nave a child, will she/he play punk rock or country 
and western. 
Jefferson Starship held a free concert in San Francisco's Golden Gate 
Park during May. This was the band's first concert appearance since the 
departure or Marty Balin, Grace Slick, and drummer, John Barbata. 
They were replaced by ex·Elvin Bishop vocalist, Mickey Thomas, and 
ex·Journey drummer, Aynsley "The Hawk" Dunbar. 
According to the results of a recent toxicology exam conducted by the 
Arlington County medical examiner, Little Feat leader, Lowell George, 
died of an accidental drug overdose. Only his family has been told the 
name of the drug that killed him. George collapsed June 29, and was 
pronounced dead on arrival at Arlington Hospital. 
Warner Brother's Records has recently recalled it's entire shipment of 
the single "Tusk" by Fleetwood Mac because of bad pressings. 
Apparently, the sound quality is somewharscratchy. The album of the 
same name, which has taken nearly nine months to produce, will be 
released by October 12. 
Rolling Stone Magazine reports that Eagles guitarist, Joe Walsh, has 
announced his candidacy for (are you ready for this?) president of the 
United States. Running on a platform of "Free gas for everybody", his 
campaign manager says, "Joe Walsh has never lied to the American 
public". Speaking of Rolling Stone, an new magazine is due out from the 
company called, "College Papers". The first issue features articles on 
William Burroughs, Bruce Springsteen, Gilda Radner, fiction by Philip K. 
Dick, and a forum where students can get their best works published. 
The magazine is , according to the publishers, exclusively for college 
students (I've heard that one before). 
Speaking of sex (actually I wasn't, but what the heck), Capitol Records 
has released a single entitled, "Since You've BeenGone"by Cherie and 
Marie Currie. Cherie is an ex-Runaway, and rumor has it that an album 
by her is available as an import from overseas. If that is true, I'm sure the 
price will be high (if Kim Fowley has any say in it!). 
Movie Reviews 
Python Does It Again 
by Gil Bliss 
Reviewing this film in the wake of forgettmg completely that thIS was 
the Popes' visit is probably in poor a popular form of execution long 
taste, but I promise to downplay the before 33 AD. 
effect. Turning from the religious 
Regardless of what you've heard, criticism, we take a look at the 
Monty Python's "Life of Brian" is not movie itseif. Monty Python again 
sacriligious or blasphemous. Upon has each member play four or five 
exiting the theatre, fresh from my roles each, yet each part is treated 
viewing of the latest feature length individually with no confusion on the 
film from the British comedy troup~, part of the audienc~ Althou~h there 
I was accosted by several sign· seems to be fewer immediate jokes 
wielding types, each one than in their epic; "Holy Grail", 
proclaiming that I had been party to Python gets you with the longterm 
a sacriligious act. My only response effed. That of course, is relative, 
to this was to inquire as to whether "Holy Grail" didn't let you· have a 
they had seen the film. Answering chance to recover, one got worried 
negatively, they didn't. feel as this about becoming ill with laughing. 
had any bearing on the issue. "Life Of Brian" makes you marvel at 
Thus, the Chicken Little their ingenuity and painstaking 
syndrome hits the movie industry. detail in re ,eating the atmosphere 
One has merely to view the nihety· of the ancient mideast, as well as 
five minute bit of insanity, and also their regular absurdist outlook on 
be armed with a minimum of life. Every movie they make 
intelligence to see the film properly. demonstrates a minimum level of 
The plot is simply about a man quality that you come to expect, in 
growing up in the! time of Christ, in the field of comedy, but each one 
the same place, who in involved in a has shown increasing improvement 
case of mistaken identity from in the art of film-making. Director 
which he cannot escape. This Terry Jones employed the usual 
lramework provides the group with assortment of Python techniques 
an opportunity to take a shot at (liberal use of animation, etc.) but 
such modern day topics as the difference in this effort is the 
imperialism, wild-eyed guerilla inventive editing. George Harrison 
groups, and the sheep-like sunk 6 million dollars into this 
tend"encies of the common man. In project, and he spent his money 
the last sentence, substitute the wisely. 
words Romans, Judean Peoples' M b 7 
Front, and Brian's followers, and . ay·e a . 
you will know what I mean. . 
Christ is indeed portrayed in this b R· h d' p. k . 
t·J btl·· f1 t· . t y. IC ar leenng 
. 1 m, u on Y In ee mg ms ances, B1 k Ed d' 10 . fI . h 
none of which do anything to a. e .war S IS a I. m ~It 
change any Biblical image~ Another gOO? mtentlons, but few realIzattons 
portion of the film that has drawn of Its goal~. Composer George 
criticism is when Brian and 139 Web .b e r. 1 s for t y - two and 
other unfortunates are crucified at exp~~lencmg ~ale n:enopause. 
the end of the film in celebration O'n a Desmng . the actIon of hIS bachelor 
Roman holiday. People immediately neigh?ors, Georg~ begins to search 
.draw direct comparison between' for hIS fantasy gIrl.. Unfortunately 
this and the· death of Christ, (Cant. on p.?) 
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I Outside Bridgewater/Brockton So, You Think You're Smart? 
I I 
I October 12-20 -- The Hub Opera will present a production of I 
I Mozart's Don Giovanni at the Suffolk University Theater - 41 Temple I 
I Street in Boston. Performances are Fri. October 12 at 8 p.m., Sun., I I October 14, at 2:30 p.m., Fri., October 19, at 8 p.rl., and Sat., October I 
120, at 8 p.m. Tickets are 3.50-6.50. For information, call 542-3200. I 
1,-" Current -- The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas at Boston's I 
I ~ .. hubert Theatre. Performances will be held on Monday and Saturday I 
I evenings at 8 p.m., and on Wednesday and Saturday' afternoons at 2 p.m. I 
I The play will run through Saturday night, l':ovember 2. For information, I 
I call 617-489-6745, ext. 212. I 
I Current -- You Never Can Tell, a comedy by George Bernard I 
I Shaw, is playing at Boston's Lyric Stage, now through October 20. I 
I Performances are, Wednesday-Friday at 8 p.m., ar)d Saturday at 5 and: 
18:30 p.m. 742·8703 for information. I I Current -- Cuckolds, a new musical by Andy Gaus, is at theNext I 
I Move Theatre, in Boston. Performances are Wednesday·Saturday I 
t nights at 8 p.m., and Sundays at 7:30 p.m., through November 11. I 
I Contact Lmda Ettinger, 536-0600, for information.. I 
I Current -- Chardin 1699-1779, an exhibition of the works of French I 
I painter, Jean Simeon Chardin, is on show, through November 18, at The I 
1 Boston Museum Of Fine Arts. For information, call 617·267-9300. I 
1 Current -- College Weekends at Mustic Marinelife I 
IAquariumT.he first fu.1l weekend of each month, college students with l 
I pr~per 10 WIll be admltte.d for 99q: to the aq~arium, which is located at I 
IExlt 90, off Interstate 95 In MystIC ConnectIcut. Opens daily at 9 a.m. I 
I October 5 - November 11 -- The Trinity Square Repertor1 I 
I Company presents, Bosoms And Neglect, a comedy by John Guare I 
I rerformances are Tuesday-Saturday evenings at 8 p.m., Wednesday I 
I Saturday and Sunday performances at 2 p.m. The Company is located; I 
I Providence, RI. Call 401·521-1100 for information. I I October 30 - November 11 -- iJirty Linen and New-Found-Land ~ 
I a comedy by Tom Stoppard, performed by the British American I 
I Repertory Company, will be at Boston's Wilbur Theatre. Performances I 
I are, Tuesday-Saturday evenings at 8 p,m" Sunday eve!tings at 7:3J p.m. I 
I and matinees on Saturdays at 2 p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. Tickets may I 
I be obtained at the Wilbur Theatre Box Office from October 15, or by I 
I calling Teletron at (617) 426"8383. Opening nigDt curtain is at 7:30 p.m. I 
Ion October 30. I 
I October)2 -- Maria Clodes, pianist, will perform Hummel, Dusek, I l and Chopin at the Boston University Concert Hall, on Commonwealth I 
IAv~. in ??ston, at 8 p.rn. Tirkets are $3 fer public, $1 for students and 
I senIor CItIzens. 
I October 14 -- The Boston Univer'Sity Symphony Orchestra will 
I perform at Boston's Symphony Hall at 3 p.m. Tickets are $5 for public, 
I $2.50 for students and senior citizens. 
I October 15-20 -- A Month In The Country b~,r Iv''In T urgenev will be 
I performed at Studio 210 at the Boston Universit~1 Theatre on Huntington 
I Ave in Boston. Unlimited, unreserved tickets are $2. I Current -- The World OJ Francois Trujfaut, a film festival, will be 
at Boston's Museum of Fine Arts through November 27. Film times are, 
\Tuesdays at 7 p.m. and Saturdays at 2 p.m. Tickets for each film are $2. 
I October 19-November 18 -- Born Yesterday by Garson Kanin, 
I will be at the T rinify Square Repertory Company on Washington Street 
I in Providence Rhode Island. Performances are Tuesday through Sunday 
levenings at 8 p.m. and selected Wednesday, Saturday, and Sunday 
·1 matinees at 2 p.m. There will be discussion periods following 
Iperformances on Sunday, October 21, 8 p.m. (with Dr. Charlotte I 
IO'Keilly), Tuesday, October 30,8 p.m. (with Dr. Kenneth Happe), and I 
ISaturday, November 17, 2 p.m. (with Dr. Maurv Klein). fO{ ~ t 
linformation, call (401) 351-4242. t 
I I I Bridgewater/Brockton ~ 
I I 
I Current -- An exhibition of Japanese Bunke embroidery, I I pre.sented by Ray and Krys Leroe. This exhibit is being shown now I 
through the end of October at the Bridgewater Public Library. 
: Current --The Brockton Art Center presents an exhibition entitled, l 
I "Craftsmen and Community: Seventeenth Century Pilgrim 
,Furniture of Southeastern New England", now through Novembe' 
130. Lectures wjll be held on October 16 and 23, November 6 and 13, at 8 
I p, m. There will be a concert to celebrate the exhibition, entitled, "Music 
I and Dance of Seventeenth Century New England" oD. Sunday, 
INovember 18, at 8 p.m. Tickets for the concert are $2.50 and $3.00, the 
The'~~ollege Bowl.ls a question 
and answer' game- usually played 
between two teams made up of four 
players each. 
These are the rules for team and 
individual eligibility. If there are any 
questions not covered in this 
article, contact Co!lge Bowl 
headquarters in New York, or your 
ACU-I College Bowl Regional 
Coordinator. 
- Every member of the varsity 
must have appeared in at least one 
intramural game and have his name 
registered on the official game 
report form. 
- No more than two graduate 
students can be part of the squad. 
- For any intercollegiate match 
or tournament, five members of the 
squad are eligible (four regulars plus 
an alternate). 
- All members of the varsity 
must be full-time students 
undergrads carrying at least 12 
credits, graduates, 9 credits. 
- Each squad member must be 
registered in school for the semester 
during which any match or 
tournament is held in order to be 
eligible to play. 
- Once the team is set, a captain 
must be designated to act as the 
official spokesman. In the event of 
multiple or conflicting answers to a 
Bonus question, the captain will give 
the teams official answer. 
We request the Faculty and 
Administration inquire about the 
following positions involved with 
producing the Colleqe Bowl. 
THE MODERATOR The 
moderator enforces all the rules of 
the game in a fair and judicious 
manner. 
His main function is to ask 
questions and, as part of that task, 
to decide when a player or team is 
taking too long to answer. No more 
than 3 seconds should be allowed to 
respond to a Toss·Up, 5 seconds to 
a Bonus, If a player or team takes 
too long to answer, the moderator 
must call time. 
Any answers given after the 
moderator calls time do not count. 
So that he can work comfortably, 
the moderator should have two 
separate stacks for Toss·Ups and 
Bonuses on his podium. 
To further insure the smoothness 
of the tempo of the game, the 
moderator is provided with a 
standardized script, carefully 
(Cont. from p.6) 
Webber's 10, really an 11, has all the 
depth of a Harlequin romance. 
10 wants to be social commentary 
and escapist fare, which is like Willie 
Whistle reading William Shake-
speare. Edwards' script seems like a 
Ritz Brothers/Arthur Miller I exhibit is open to the public. 
I Current -- "Europeans Before Columbus: Life In The MiddIt.. 
J Ages'" an exhibit at the Brockton Art Center, is on display now, and will 
I ':"€~main through 1981. 
I Current -- The Jubilate ChoY'ale begins rehearsals for the fall 
I season at the West Junior High School Auditorium in Brockton, in 
I preparation for the December 2 performance of the (:hristmas portion of 
I Handel's Messiah. Open rehearsals are held on Monday evenings trorr. I 
I 7:30-9:30 p.m. through Octob>":!' I .'-__________________________________ 1 
Program Committee 
. collaboration. SamanthaTaylor, 
Webber's lover, tries to raise his 
conscientiousness, which makes for 
stilted dialogue, A discussion of the 
connotations of the word "broa<...·' is 
unacceptably artificial. Attempting 
to balance the "heayy"· issues 
examined, the film abounds with the 
absurdities common to Blake 
Edwards movies. . For instance, 
Dudley Moore's slapstick struggles 
to climb a hill are unbelievable, yet 
hilarious. 
Rat Week 
The Student Union Program 
Committee will sponsor Rat Week, 
a week of special events in the 
Student Union Rat hskellar, 
October 15-19. Here is a list of the 
events. 
Saturday, October 13, the 
Rathskellar will be·· filled with· the 
music of Mark Civgotta. Come 
down 
Saturday, October 13, the 
Rathskell2r will be filled with the 
music of Mark Civgotta from 8-12 
·p,m. 
\ For those under twen.ty, and 
anybody else, a non-alcoholic disco 
will be presented in the Rathskellar 
on Monday, October 15. Terry 
G iove will play her disco delights for 
everyone to dance to. 
Tuesday, October 16, Chip 
Barone will be playing tunes ana 
giving out door-prizes every half-
hour, from 7-11 p.m. 
Fans of Bogart will be interested 
to know that Wednesday, 
October 17, the Program 
Committee will· present a Bogart 
FestiuI.11 in the Rat, with such films 
as, Sahara, African Queen, and 
Caine Mutiny. 5·10 p.m. 
To end Rat Week, on Friday, 
October 19, the atmosphere of the 
Rathskellar will change to relaxing, 
with classic bar room piano music. 
The Piano Bar will perform from 4-7 
p.m. 
Thursday, October 18, the 
Program Committee. presents its 
second band of the year, Habbit, in 
the Rathskeller. Hobbit will perform 
from 7·11 p.m. 
Julie Andrews, .Moore's· co-star, 
lives in a Sound of Mw;ic time warp. 
Knowing the exposure. of even a 
freckle would cause a· myriad of 
coronaries, Andrews keeps her 
descent into sleazy confined to 
cursing. Her Samantha Taylor is 
slinky. and sophisticated, yet she 
always manages to stay on the 
periphery of sexual explicitness. 
Taylor watches an orgy through a 
telescope and . draws the drapes 
when making love. The Maria Von 
Trapp image survives. 
The picture belongs to Dudley 
Moore, the English Paul Lynde. 
Moore is a witty, hornylittlesprite. 
A romantic in a realistic society, 
Moore's character discovers that 
sexual and spiritual fulfillment are 
not alike. Managing to make 
clownish George Webber a 
sympathetic, sensitive man, C udley 
Moore gives a skilled performance. 
Hoping to be an inciting lo.ok at 
I-------------------------------~ ~ College Bowl Application : 
I Dlndividual Application I 
I Name __ .1 
: Address I 
I Phone # I 
I M~m I 
I 
#Team Application 
Name _________________ _ 
Address _______________ _ 
Phone # 
Major _________________ _ 
Name _________________ _ 
Address _______________ _ 
Phone # _______________ _ 
Major __________________ _ 
Name 
Address _______________ _ 
Phone # _______________ _ 
Major _________________ _ 
Name 
Address ______________ _ 
Phol1e # ________________ _ 
Majer _________________ _ 
*I1's a good idea to have one well rounded person along with one 



































~-------------------------------~ explaimng all procedures. He end of both halves of the game, 
should be thoroughly familiar wit h it. and to monitor the accuracy of 
THE JUDGE· From his position, the official clock. 
the judge can see and hear all the As scorekeeper, he keeps the 
action of the game - moderator, official team scores throughout the 
players, atlnouncer, visual props, game, making sure that they are 
scoreboard, and clock. accurately transferred to the 
The judge is ready to assist the scoreboard. 
moderator in ruling any game The team that wins the final 
procedures. contest will then go to the New 
The judge 'IS t"horoughly famili.ar England Regional. If successful 
with the questions andanswers and there, they will bo on to the 
ready to rule, upon request, on the Nationals and the .. n into 
acceptability of an answer. international competition. 
T~E ANNOUNCER· From his Please apply promptly, October 
pOSItion, the announcer can see all 12 is the deadline. 
the players and their desk fronts. For further information, drop by 
On Toss-Ups, his voice will identify the- Program Committee office, 
the player who has signaled and is located next to the S.U. Director's 
eligible to respond.; Office. 
SCOREKEEPER/TIMER - As 
timer, his responsibility is to blow 
the whistle signaling the start and 
Maybe. a7 
human sexuality, 10 is best when It 
forgets to be the Kinsey report. 80 
Derek, the 10 of 10 is phYSically 
magnificent, though personally 
uninteresting. For the first time in 
history, a Henry Mancini score gets 
in the way. 10 is not as effective as 
Blake Edwards' earlier efforts, but it 
shows that his career is on the 
upswing, If he is lucky he won't have 
to make Inspector Clouseau Gets 
Art erios clerosis. 
Airplay 
by Leo Wiltshire 
Well folks, here we are with another edition of 'airplay', the article that 
puts you inside WBIM 91.5 FM. 
The Feature Album plays hav€ been getting underway at WBIM. This 
week we'll be playing 'Black Sabbath' by Black Sabbath. It starts at 10:00 
p;m. this weekend on 'Satyr Day-Nite Hysteria'. (8p.m.·midnight). 
Wondering where and when the next KISS concert will be? No? Well 
anyway, WBIM presents 'The Concert Report'. Four times a day the 
BIM jocks run down our list of who's playing in the Boston area. Tune in 
at 12:20, 3:20, 7:20, and 11:20 every day for. 'The Concert Report'. 
October's 'Fave Song of the Month' is 'Young Lust' by Ellen Foley on 
her debut solo album 'Nightout'. Ellen sang with mighty Meatloaf on 
'Paradise by The Dashboard Light', and her album is quite impressive. 
You can.hear cuts from it on WBIM by calling in on our re.quest line, 697· 
8321,ext. 487. 
This week starts the D.J. profiles and our featured jock, this week is 
Andrea Richard. Andrea was born on Nov. 3,1955 in Palo Alto, Calif .. 
She claims to have three zodiac signs; Scorpio, Libra, and Gemini, the 
latter, she says, accounts for her schizophrenia. Andrea has been aD.J. 
for three years. She was licensed in 76 and first worked for WKKL in 
'West Barnstable. Her favorite Beatie is Paul McCartney and she has no 
favorite KISS member. Her guru is Louden Wainwright III. Andrea's 
favorite time is sunset aDd her philosophy is to "Trust in God, for she will 
provide." And that's the scoop on Andrviae Ritchidsss. You can hear her 
on 91.5 FM on Sunday evenings from 5 to 9 p.m .. Next week; Gene 
Manning. 
And that's all for this week Keep it tuned to 91.5 FM, W8IM. 
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-:~:::f\ Lot of Responsibility 
The new SGA court had an 
informal meeting on Thursday, the 
27th of September. What is unique 
about it is that everyone 'On it is new. 
Members of the court are Robert 
Cot'=?, Maureen Frasca, William 
MacKinnon, John O'Day. Sandra 
Pallclria, and Karen Peterson. 
The court has the power to 
reviL'w decisions made by the 
3tudent senate and call them 
JnconstJtutJonai if they go again::,i 
the SGA court's Constitution or 
that of the Commonwealth. 
The Student Court reviews 
e Ie·: t ion 5 0 fan y stu den t 
organization on campus to see if 
they follow their own laws. If they 
don't--for example holding elections 
in tr.e gymnasium. between classes, 
thl::: results are declared invalid. 
Every club has to submit a 
Constitution to the attorney general 
Revolutionary Wit 
Following are excerpts oj a book: by 
Jeff Feingold, who was drowned at 
The Boston Tea Forty in 1773. His 
dying words·-"J only wanted a cup 
of teat"--typify the courage and 
wisdom of our forefathers. 
Selections from A Poor Rebel's 
Almanack 
God helps them that cheat. 
The doors of wisdom are always too 
narrow. 
Sin is not fun because it is forbidden, 
but it is forbidden because it is fun. 
Read much, but look at the pictures 
too. 
Haste makes capitalism, 
Where there's sex without love, 
there will be love without sex. 
He that lies down with dogs, shall 
rise up with puppies. 
Ht"tnger never sawall-natural bread. 
Who has decieved thee so oft as thy 
creditor? 
Many complain of their diet, but few 
of their potency. 
SENIORS 
Due to the problems caused by qur predecessors, 
we have had a very difficult time in securing halls in 
which to hold our COUNTDOWN PARTIES. 
Square Acres, for example, has just agreed to take us 
back on a TRIAL BASIS~ If any damage is done, the 
number of COUNTDOWN PARTIES will be greatly 
reduced--no one will rent us a hall. So PLEASE, for 
everyone' 5 benefit, please be on your best behavior at 
> ,·~ti~QlJ.~I)OWN :.PARTIES;.·ot' we'> "'won't· . be 
>'ha~lng 'many th'is year. This notice is also for 
underclassmen--it won't be any easier for, you next 
year. 
Senior Class Officers 




• • ~ Julio' s Cafe ~ 
• • 
• • ~ 86 Spring Street ~ 
• • 
• • 
: Stuffed Pizza i 
• • 
· S· : Six foot TV . creen t 
• • 
• • 
: Game Room : 
• • 
• • i Welcome Back!! i 
• • 
• • 
: (Pizza to Go -- 697-9533 ) : 
• • 
• • : ~ 
I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. ,. 
.-----~--------------------------, 
:. The Homecoming Float Committee would like to announce that we r 
I are looking for different groups to enter a float in the contest. This year I 
I we wifl be having five prizes awardedto the winning floats. We have set a I 
I $70.00 limit on the materials used to construct the float. The parade is on I 
I Sturday Nov. 3rd. All floats must be in line, in front of Boyden Hall, at I 
I 10:00. The Float Judging will be held at 11:30_ At 12:15, all floats entered I 
I must parade the football field_ Winners will be announced during the half I 
I time show. Any club or organization to participate in the parade, must I I reply on or before October 19th. If a float can not be made, then you are I 
I strongly urged to make a cash donatio,n to be used as prize mon~y. All I 
I donations can be sent to S. U. Information Booth, Class of 1980 maJlbox. I 
I Any check can be made out to Social Activities. Thank )IOU for I 
I your cooperation. Sincerely, I 
I Mary Curran, Chairperson 
I Joan Trainor, Co-chairperson: 
I HOMECOMING THEME: LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLLI I Please check appropriate box and fill in organization '5' name if you are I 
I interested in either making a float or donating cash. I 
OFLOAT , I 
IODONATION , . ' • ' I 
I Drop form off in the pass ('If J.980mailbox, in Info. Booth;. I 
~--~-~~~~~~--_~~~ ______________ J 
if it is funded by t hf' SGA. 
The most important function of 
the Student Court IS the actual 
disciplining 01 students. "We have 
thE power tu recclmmend 
disciplinary actions against any 
student who has violated college 
policy on an~,: part of the campus 
except in the S.U. or the dorms," 
said Bob Cote. 
The Court, which meets every 
Thursday at 6:00 in the Student 
Union, has to follow certain 
procedures during formal trials. 
Accepted court procedures are: 1. 
Only that person recognized to 
speak will be allowed to do so. 2. 
The question periods are for the 
express use of the Justi~es. 3. 
During the time of statement 
witnesses may be called. A time will 
be reserved at the termination of 
this statement when the 
representatives will be allowed to 
cross examine the witness. 4. 
Material not related to this hearing 
will be deemed out of order by the 
Chief Justice. 5. Only the Attorney 
General defendant, or representative 
and justices will be allowed under 
most circumstances. It shall be the 
duty of the Chief Justice to render 
the decision on others speaking_ 
As of Thursday, September 27, 
Karen Peterson was unofficial Chief 
-Justice. 
It was pointed out during the 
meeting that, at certain times in the 
past there has been no student 
Court. During this time and others 
there were no records left to detail 
how students conducted their 
affairs. Because of these gaps, the 
Constitution of the Student 
Judiciary now requir'Zs that hearing 
be recorded. 
Several complaints have already 
come to the attention of the student 
Court. One involves a girl who was 
refused when she, asked the 
Bookstore if· she' eQuid retuiftJler ' 
book. The Bookstore allegedly said 
no, because she had written her 
name in it. The girl claimed that they 
had given her the wrong book in the 
first place_ It is alleged that the 
Bookstore advised her to seIl the 
$16.95 book as a used book. Instead, 
she has decided to fight it out. 
Perhaps via the Better Business 
._ '~~:C:'~ 
PetersoJ1" Chief Justice of the Student Court. 
~", •.. ,.,> 
Bureau. 
Other complaints involved 
Woodward Hall. It seems that they 
have no hot water and no electricity 
in the mornings. Someone also 
claims to have had a cockroach 
crawl over her when she \,l·..ras sitting 
on the floor in Wood. 
If anyone has any questions about 
the Student Court, its rules and 
resuiations, or anything else, leave 
them in Jack Duncan's mililbox, 
locaied in the SGA office in the 
Student Union. 
Rat Policy Changes 
PI"a;,e be advised of the changes 
in thi!3.~thskeJlei)9Uest polic;:y. New 
policies-are"'-·as fofiows: ' 
l.Guests may be signed up no 
earlier than one week in advance at 
the Student Union Information 
Booth. If the guest list is not filled, 
guests may be signed up at the door .. 
2.Each Bridgewater State College 
student may sign in two guests. 
3.A maximum of 25 guests will be 
allowed in the Rathskeller Monday 
throuQh Saturday. 
4.Students signing for guests 
must accompany their guests and 
are also responsible for the actions 
of their guests. 
S.As usual, guests must bring a 
Massachusetts driver's license or 
Massachusetts liquor purchase 
card. These will be the only 
acceptable proof of identification. 
6.Children under 12 years of age 
will be permitted in the Rathskellar 
before 7 P.M. if accompanied by an 
adult 
, 7.Brjdgewater State College 
Alum'ni' are aliowed in the 
RClthskeller Monday through 
Thursday_ Alum;,i should obtain an 
alumni card at the Alumni office 
located on the first floor of the 
Student Union Building. The office 
is open from 9-3:30, Monday 
through Friday. 
dUNIOR • MISS 
CORDUROY JEANS 
BY 66H15" "LANDLUBBER" 
""4 SMILE" "MADEWELL" 
$18 to $26 VALUE 
OUR $8°0 
dUNIOR & MISSY 
Jl:OOL BLEND 
SKIRTS 
SIB 1o $30 "ALUE 
Solids, Plaids 
Some Tweeds 
All Latest Fall Colors 
Sizes 5·13 DUR $8°0 
10% OFF WITH VALID BSC lD OR 




1%7 Che('y Caprice. Eng. in good condition, 8 
cl,ihnder 396 4 Barrel asklllg $400.00. Call 
Danny in rm.3]l Durgin after 4:00 
1978 K?'.v,lsilki 650· excellent conditlon. many 
extras. must be 'seE'n and sold Best offer· 
around 1.600. Call 344-4146 after 5:30. 
1973 Honda CB lOa eKc' condition. low 
mileage· $300.00. Call 8i'8·5375 .. Bob 
STERIO: 2. Ohm E loudspeakers, 2 KLH 
loudspeakers. Harmun·Kilfdon 330B 
Receiver. Philips 427 Turntable $250.00. Cali 
878·5375··B[Jb 
SUNN studio· ledd guita~ amplifier $175.00. 
Arnpeg Dan Armstrong clear body le<ldguital 
W (.15(,·$150.00. Gibson SG 1973 w Bigsby 
vibrato tailpiece w case$1/5.00 .. Moseritc 
semi· hollow body electric left handed guitar 
$85.00. Ali good conditiun Call 617:?,,61.753S 
after 5. Ask lor Jim. 
For Sale· 1973 Ford Pinto. low mileage· Best 
oiter call 697·6470 after 4:30. 
For Sale: Tent TraIler· sleeps 8, gas stove. 
icebox, sink with holdmg tank Best orler Call 
6976470 after 4:30. 
ride/riders 
Marshfield Hills to Bridg!!water classes 12·5 
(except Thursday). Ride or share dnvmg. Colli 
services 
Custom sewing·parrern drafting. !ilshinn 
design. drilperles.quilted bedsp~eads 
Redstmable rate~. beautiful v.:nrk 697·8240.5· 
7p.m. Best. 
Need typing done') I'd be glad to (for a price.of 
cour':\') ... rei:lsoni:lhle! From pilge 1 to 100. 
Fast service and satisfaction gUilTimteed ViSit 
the "DO·Drop Inn." rm. 119 Pope Hilli. Ext 
381. See Julie (Ii I't-i not in. slip il message 
I.~nder the door. I'll get back 10 you.) 
N~ed fl t~ipise I will do your typing· \'ery 
~easnnable rates, !:juick and dependilble 
service. 60<; per page with your paper: 70e: per 
page with mine. Contact Jl'an at the [nfo. 
Booth MWF 89:30 AM. and Saturday 9·12:30 
Custum sewing,pilttern drafting. fashiuJ1 
design. draperies, quilted bedspreads. 
Reasonable rates. beautiful work. 697·8240 . .57 
p.m. Best. 
lost and found 
Please Help! I lost an opal heart necklace In the 
campus area, It has great sentimental value .. 
Reward. Contact Cathleen Carnes ext.372 
Reminder: 
The last day for 
car inspection 
pc.rsonals 
CMrit'. Fi'.' ilk" an eagle! Nor quite ,":; gri:!cetui 
though Those wiJld(j'.~' sills .me trick" rhmg" 
Cuuldn't even fmc (jrl\; voium."ers to jlm~h tnt:' 
job: hL;t the Audibon SCK!ery called en 
mterestlng sightlns')! Be waiting' jar :;uu I() 
drop agam sometime. sour G·i!OOT bird 
watcher. 
Dear Chris. yo~' a great person. Thanks fur 
being so good to me. H~1pPIi lOt h mon r h. LOl.'e· 
sm Ilgs P.S. your a great photographeL; 
Lilnce· Remember me') I'M the girl upstairs 
looking forward to superbowl Sunday Except 
I'm hoping It happens a few months earlier. 
The next time I see you can I run \lour thigh') I'll 
see you later and till next weeks Comment 
The Girl Upstairs ll 
To Patty. Debbie. Cindy, In·Ann. Terry. 
Laura. Cindy S. This will be d great semester. 
We are slowly turning the convent into a dorm. 
HAIHA! I can't \vait to have another oldies 
night. Love Gise1e. 
Attention Vienna Circle: Dr. Tex sltllll\!es. 
We must get together and ernich our lives 
through philosophical diSCUSSion. Perhaps Dr. 
C will join us ... 
Sut: What's the matter'? Was I too muchor no! 
enough? Was it so; good that one ntght !t will 
last you a life time'? This may sound forward 
but. just thought I'd ask. Love??? 
Moe: Happy 20th birthday! Are you going for 
the three bottles of wine tonight'? Hope you 
hilve a happy. Love. Wild. 
Maryellen, want to do laundry with me? Flymg 
Jock Straps! Karen· sexy legs. "shapely". 
Vinny. Elvis is not dead: he's restmgl Got it'? Hi 
John. My new roomiel Like bananas huh? And 
Muffins! Love ya. Kamakazi. 
834·9432. . stickers is Mon., To the last of the banana bunch: This is to 
thank·you for the wild Thursday night we had! Dctober 15. Dennis: 11:10 Packy RUrl, Eddie: We're lost, 
--IIOOIiii ............... __________ ...L Rick Mr. Bill. Lers Beat The Clock and go 
The Comment regrets any error made in 
advertisements, but will be liable only to the 
extent of rerunning in the next edItion that 
portion of the ad found to be in error. 
For more information regarding ad-
vertising call 697-8321 ext. 260, 304 
Disco RoIler:Skating! Till next Thursday, We 
are Family! Signed: Wild Women of 1206. 
Cat and Tom, the first thing that attracted us 
to you were those clean hats. We know you 
were attraded to our clean hair. Flex was it? 
Thanks for the ride. Cat· do we still have the 
job at the spa? TO\11· tell dad what a good time 
we were·P and S. 
Sue H.~Wishing you' the besi Birthday eVer. 
Want some punch? Hope your day is really 
special. Love, your roomies from 7D· Beth, 
Kathy,Kathy,Mary,Nancy and Peggy. 
The Waltons' 
Walton 
. ..:t~ Rest~~ 
42 Central Square 
Brid'g'ew~t,¢t 
Home Cooked Meals 
10% off with college ID 
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Tt! ! hL' :~lrl~ .It jfh tll)f If Srw.~. Hl~~;tt.~..,! r In rht· 
Hili Pt"!1wrnher < ~flfJci IJid"':, rt(jf'! I !'Ul \A.'i' df/' 
Llhn St,rr,~-'rhjr(ss t1uggH13 'rnl...·! [JI', !,;(H. th1fl~' 
~:()u'll nlr1he pnllli~!h rrlll~1tJ~' til ~~peIJ u-:; [,Ijth 
v.nth uur h:l (.Jl Pt=.'PPt!rrt1tfa Lth'!s~\.'()or:,'J~' .JUS! 
,:um,us: H:.tvc ,'uu figured [)LIt It tr.l~ I" rbdl~ 
harp!!r1ing yel! M~. iel't still hilven't tfJUI'ht'c 
the ground I jU5t don't bdieve It I Love. SUSil!l 
To Lou from Eileen. Just wanted If) Sill,' "Shut 
Lip 
To Jeff I see ',;ou a lot in the Union. I'd like to 
get to kno':'" you but I'm shy. 'Iou can ftnd me Ir1 
the IcJunge I OO'.!.'nstalfS) on Tuesdays and 
ThursdilYs irom 1:15 to 2:30. Signed. Your 
admIring freshman. 
To CT .. Ithe future ass!. editor). Good Itlck 
on your undertaking. I"m behind you all the 
willil INnl just half) Love. Daughter of Mr. 
Hill!... 
Hey AC~DCI We heard you joined the 
W.W.N.SD. c1ub l HOllJ was the bunny? Did 
you find him neur the red "light?" Keep on 
hopping' Your acquaint~mce5. 
Sunky! Hi. how are YiI', This is the personal I 
promised t,JOu. Watch out or you're going to 
put IT out of business. Is it true that you crilwl 
through the halls of the Hill'? I wClnder aboul 
YOll! Shine on .. Silver Sun. 
To Linda Burns. Been to Cape Cod or Boston 
lately? Directions are necessary if vuo want to 
get to or from eithl'f one safely! Remember: "A 
dnvers best friend are maps!" Come on now 
you're college material! KB. 
Dear Gayle Kiley. Boy are you cute and have 
such a *!?*body! I'd like to know you. Meet me 
on TX at 11:00 in front of the Union. I'll know 
you! Sign me you secret admirer. 
Janine. Liz, Dana and Kathy: Words like 
"thank you" and "I love you" are far too trivial 
for the feeling you four have instilled inme. I'll 
miss you. With love. Marce. 
Hey Super Jew! Adiosl Love. the Kids. 
To my friends in the light blue Volkswagon. 
How does your Kawala bear like his new 
home? 
To no. 6 or 7. Good luck in ./he upcoming 
season. if anyone deserves to do well it is 
certainly you. And 1 know you will do well. Also 
thank you for being you especially in those 
times of need. I know I can count on you. 
Hey Cosmic Muffin! Is that one oi the banana 
splits you~ve been seen . with? PrErtty skady! 
How do you like your new roommate. 
Kamakazi? Mary Ellen do you like Llones? Hey 
Muff! who's the man of your dreams? I love 
\lOll all. Walshie. 
MII>~ Plqg\.. [1\ =,1)'1 A t-l :" ",I. """ill "'(,'!iI 
;"(jld spdqht-'tll" .... i)r flL,/" Ilt{·f~q .... J rlr t'.I1I<1 'l!""!:" 
l·dkt.·'~ i'hlPS'" d{IUg~lf)tH< ... nld( ,:rrJrj~ ';~l(~ 
(hef~5f:'~ Rp.dl.,.. \.l.;f' \,~" q!J! tf I ,=,U lp 1:",11 !I LI~ II ~.I 
thiS It WdS d gO(,O nl~~ht L",p. Ml"~ Plqq'. l 
Hey Little PrepPIt'. ,.:ou mdO(: ruhh!'r lot"rllttJl, 
Sa,' LIIl. ha'.'t' ~'(IU found Lord 01 rhl' Rlnq~ 
;.'<'t·) Md~hi' \,'uu can find him m Srr)1I 
Magus Vortex is back, stdl seeks temdl,· 
assistant to help in performtng In magICal 
rituals. Any women wish to help MagusVorte)( 
In searching for truth seek the man wnh eagle 
on left arm and the mark of Frankenstein on 
nght arm and has two different color eyes. 
Magus Vortex still seeks female assistant to 
help perform magick ritual for ail Hallows Eve 
Sabath. Seek man with the mark of 
Frankenstein on right arm and a eagle on hiS 
left arm and has two different colored eyes~ 
Hey Aldonza! "Why don't you invite me up 10 
your swinging pad so we can have much sexr 
There damn it! I've said it! Ha,Ha,Ha! Pac a 
Mary· welcome to my universe I have made 
you the most important part of my universe. 
Let me teach ypu how to do the same. It's easy 
if you know the secrets. (F.M:W.U god 
Racky. Been under any infa·red lights? Got 
any change'? Better stock up on those 
quarters. Try wearing your Rondezvous shirt! 
How's me too'? Still hanging in there. How 
. 'bout a game of caps and a drive to R.I. maybe 
you'll get an 1.0. 
Hey Burnout·(alias vent women) gotten the 
urge to do up a hamburger lately? The request 
man from WBIM has his eye on you.·"ls it all 
right now" you got the coolest cat in ten states. 
Played Frisbee with any Doberman's lately? 
Love. Rick & John 
Fuzzy, we are all going to miss you very much. 
The old gang will still be here on the second 
floor if you want to visit. We love ya. Love, 
Robin,A. Treacher. Glm, Rob, Pumpkin. Lani, 
Peter, Nancy, Mike, Lisa, Lori, Dana, 
Chuckie, Cindy, Cathy, Mark, John and sis. 
To Nand, Thanks for the last eight months; 
they were really worth it. I hope to be with you 
for the. next eight months. ['II' give you some 
advise, if you want to smoke in bed ... you'll get 
a burning sensation. That was from my friend 
the' phylosopher. Love D. Scot! 
-!talIion Stallion~ thanks to you, and your 
roomates for a great weekend. You're a super 
friend. By the way you'll be glad to know you 
will definately get monkey stew for supper. 
What kind of monkey do you w(lnt? Thanks 
Again. 
~Greetings (rom.-A$bury P(lrkNhis"are you 
hooked again? Will you do anything this time? 
Or will you remain faithful to Bubbles aU your. 
life? Remember Bruce is always watching you. 
JT. 
Rules for Classifieds: 
1. 50 word limit. 
2.2· classifieds/person. 
3. Must be signed with name~address and phone. 
4. Deadline: Monday at noon. 
Absolutely NO exceptions to the above 
rules!!! 
~----------------------------------~~ Classified Ad Form 
Circle Heading: 




OTHER ______________________ ~ __ ~--__ ~ 
Ad to read as follows: • 
Cla",ifieds are free for IlII sl\tdenla, faculty, staff.lllmt administration (If sse. 
For all other •• ratHan $1,50 per column inch. 
National adv~rti.ing rale (\)utllldeM ..... )ia.$.~~?p.er column in.;;h. 
NamelPhone: ------------------~~----------
Addrus': ___________________________ -:--:-'-:----
~. " : .f:,:" . 
.... .. -
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Bad News for Bear Fans 
The sse football team, currently 
sporting an 0·2·1 record. looks for 
its first victory this Saturday \vhen 
they travel to Western Connecticut. 
The Bears will be hoping to rack up 
some points, having only scored 21 
points in their first three games. 
The Bears lost their home opener 
to Maine Maritime before a Parents 
Day Crowd at Swenson Field. 
Despite a superb defensive 8, <'1rt , 
inconsistency on offense and cos.I'J 
penalties plagued the Bears 
throughout this contest. A sign of 
events for this day was a 
Bridgewater fumble,. which 
Maritime recovered at the twenty. A 
pass interference call gave Maine a 
first down at the thirteen. Two plays 
later, Maine's Rich Rattier scored 
on a three-yard run, and the 
conversion made the score 7-0. 
Later in the quarter Bridgewater 
got a break when Defensive Tackle 
Joe Vierra recovered a fumble at the 
Maine twenty-eight. Bob Lee ran left 
for a sizable 14 yards gain. But 
Maritime held, and along with a 
delay of game penalty. Bridgewater 
was forced to kick a field goal, and 
Dave Hickey connected. from 30 
yards out for what would be the 
Bears only points for the day. 
The score remained 7-3 until late 
in the game. When the Bears, led by 
Freshman Q.B. Mark MacIsaac and 
the fine running of Lee & Al 
Colarusso, began marching into 
Maine territory. MacIsaac 
connected t end Vince Harte at the 
twenty-two yard line. With just 
seconds remaining, disaster struck 
as Maine's Don Boucher stepped in 
front of a Bridgewater pass and 
unpolitely ran 90 yards for the 
touchdown.' ending the Bears 
chances, as the final score went to 
Maine Maritime, 13·3. Despite" the 
defeat the defensive unit deserves 
applause, as they kept Maine pinned 
in their own territory for most of the 
game. Linebacker Dave White was 
super as he was allover the field. 
Tackle Bob Colangeli also turned in 
a solid performance as the big 
Sophomore made several tackles in 
Maritime backfield. Punter Dave 
Hickey averaged over 38 yards a 
kick, including a nice "coffin corner" job which went out of bounds on the 
two yard tine. 
In their most recent game thE 
Bears traveled to New Haven an':: 
played weil as they held undefeatec 
New Haven to a 6·6 tie. Once again 
another outstanding job by thE 
defense was the key, as U.NH. hac 
averaged over 26 points per game. 
The Bears got on the board first. Quarterback Mark MacIsaac 
connected on a bomb to receiver 
Jeff Finan, good for 58 yards and a 
touchdown. The point after went 
wide, and the Bears led 6-0 at 6:39 
of the first quarter. 
In the second quarter, Neu, 
Haven marched 76 yards for the' 
tying score. However, New Haven's 
kick also went" wide and the score 
remained 6·6. 
The second. half saw both teams 
involved in a defensive struggle. Led 
by Greg Ka~abian, the Bears 
defense shut off New Haven the rest 
of the way. New Haven had a 
chance, when, with four seconds 
remaining, they· missed a field goal 
attempt and the game ended in a 6-
6 tie ... AI Colarusso the Bears 
offense with 65 yards rushing in 15 
carries ... The Bears next home 
game will be on· october 20 against 
Plymouth St. th~ current standings 
in_ the new England Confer~nce go 
iike this: new Haven 3·Q-l,Nichols, 
3·1, Boston State, 2· i, Framingham, 
Plymouth Stat.e,. and Maine 
Maritime all at. 2-2, Western 
Connecticut 1·2, Mass. Maritime 1· 
2, Curry 1-3, and Bridgewater 0-2-1. 
PHOTO BY JOE DOWNEY Bob Lee finds a hole. 
Kelly Gym Hours 
Kelly 'gymnasium is open 7:30 am- Recreational Swimming hours are 
., .. H:.~pm<M(.mday~~rkl~1~9g;":.,,ti"~sted .thr,t.i!!ughout.thebuUding. 4:00pm-Saturday and Sunday TOWEL ROOM: (Located at All facilities are available for bottom of stairwell near front left 
recreational usage on a first come, entrance of building) first serve basis,. provided no other A currentBridgewater State College 
activity has been scheduled ID card must be presented to previously. attendant to use a towel or any Watch posted signs for conflicts. recreation equipment. 
Monday-F riday- 2:00 pm-II :00 pm 
Sat~rday.an¥lSunday_~ 1:00-5:00pm 
WEIGHT ROOM: 
Monday·Friday· 9:00am· Noon; 
1:OQ·5:00pm; 6:00·10:00pm 
(Exception: 9:00·11:00 am Fridays) 
Saturday and Sunday 1:00-4:00pm 
Advance Membership Special 
Students· Only " Discounts (0' students on Raquetball and/or Tennis advance membership 
withcollegeID. RaquetbaU $40.00. Tennis $35 .. 00~ Rff Combination $50.00. 
RAYNHAM RACQUETC~U 
Equestrians 
GRAND OPENING h • " •.. , 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14 
IUS . 
by Connie Haynes who placed second in his advanced The SSC Equestrian team walk trot canter class. New comer· 
attended their first horse show of Mary Ivaldi also placed second in the season, on Saturday Sept. 19. her beginner walk trot canter class. The show ,was hosted by Colby· Another new member Sh::lron Saywer College, and put on at Randell placed sixth in her first 
nearby Harten's Farm in Grantham show. Some returning team N.H. Equestrians attending thii members who also rode in this show 
show were lucky to receive fine were Connie Haynes, Ann Pernice, 
autumn weather and p~ak foliage. and Mark James. The team is Some of the B.S.C. Equestrians looking forward to their next show 
who showed well were: Andy Lenick at U. Conn. on october 7th. 
FEATURING: OOM,NSSOON: F 11 T··· ., ITENNlsr~~~i[RAI!QUETBALLI· ~ ennIs 6 8.ndoo I· h- . 10 f • I by Dan Damish h NIP I .• r p eXIs-CUS, Ion • pi 0 esslona . The. Brl'dgewater State Gollege a sop omore. 0.5 payer is au Dian. Paul has a variety of junk tenniS courts t. ~.Ii':.~~ racquetball courts Fall T~nnis tea~ is going t? have a shots and he has a steady serve. No. ~;, , hard ttmeequaiIng last year s record 6 plyaer and rounding off the varsity Downstairs loun.ge • Men's and women's ofI4-1,buttheydohaveapromising is Steye Smith. Steve has a very team. They also have a tall team steady baseline game. The team has Full locker facilities exercise room with the first ~ pl~yers .being over 6 had three matches postponed due , 8 feet tall. PlaYing flrst Singles 6 ft. 6 to'rain already. They only have one With suanas with Nautilus inch tall freshman Peter Koutoujian. home match remaining on Oct. 9th S Peter plays a strong baseline game at 3:00 pm. But they are hosting the Pro shop • team rooms as well as a strong net game. Playing M.S.C.A.C. Invitational tourna, 2nd singles is 6 foot 4 inch tall senior ment which will be held on Oct. 12, • Whirlpools for ·detat-Is co·captainJoeMcDermott.Joehas and 13. 
e- a strong serve and volley game to go The team's ladder 
II along with a steady baseline game. 1. Peter Koutoujian ca 823 .. 5445 or "823-5569 This is. Joe's fourth and final year 2.Joe McDerrnott (co·captain) t b t - playing for the Bears. At ·no. 3 3.Dan Damish (co-capiain) or SOp.. ., any Ime.. singles is senior co·captain Daniel 4. Bruce Ogilive 
. Haight off Rte· II 44 by Rte. 24 Damish. Dan is a very experienced 5. Paul Dian 
" player who is capable of playing a 6. Steve Smitll 
good match. He is also a strong 7.John Parashiuas ROGER CANTO SUE DiCHIARA baseline player. Playing no.4 is 8. Ron Carlwn MANAGE~ USPTA CERTIFIED HEAD PRO Bruce "Spaceman" Ogiliue. Bruce 9. Ed Deluea fOCH:::IoC..oICM:)oOC::x:li'C)ol:::X:)oQoQoC:x::IOlX:K:)O<:::ICl~X:lOOoC::X:I'O'r:x:)Q<:Hx)Ooc::>c~c-c:)c)O(XKQoOC::X:ioOoOC:>oOl has' u nl imited pate ntia1. as he has a 10. Glen Secore powerful overall gamf~. Bruce is only 
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!Have a bite at! 
® 
SUBMARINES ~ SYRIANS ~ SALADS 
14 Central Squa~e, Bridgewater (in Rico's supermarket plaza) 
HOURS: Montla,.Saturday 10 A ••• • I I P .. II. - S • .tlll 11 A ••• • I I P.M. - PM •• 697-7288" 
'':;.o~ ·ii':~':~~','.j,:~,.~'~.< ,:' :i<':".;'::;;' 
Sandwiches Small 
Italian Cold C ut $1.30 . 
American Cold Cut 1 . 15 
Roasf Beef 1.60 
Hom & Cheese (Amer. or Prov,) 1.40 
Hom, Salami & Cheese 1 .40 
Genoa Salomi & Cheese 1.30 
Egg Sated .99 
Tuna/Fish Salad 1.40 
Crabmeat Salad 2.65 
Chicken Salad 1 .30 
Cheese, American or Provolone 1.15 
Bologna & C..... 1.15 
Mortadello & Provolone 1.15 
Cooked Sok1mi & Cheese 1 . 1 5 





























Meatball $1.30 Sl~10 $2.50 
Meatball-" Sausage 1.35 1.80 2.60 
Sausoge L35 •. 80 2.60 
Pastromi 1 ~35 /1~80 ", 2.60 
Steok 1.60 ~.lO 3.10 
Steak & Onions1.60 ',.}O 3.10 
Steak & Peppers 1.65 2.20 3.20 
Steak & Mushrooms 1.75 2.30 3.40 
Steak&Ch.... 1.75 2.30 3.40 
Hamburg 1.20 1.60 2.30 
Cheeseburg 1.30 1.70 2.50 
On any ICIIICIwkh you may have ~lIcH tomato ... onion" pick .... 
and hot peppers - AT NO IX11IA CHAIIGI 
TOSSED SALADS 
These Super Solads oreomeol in themselves 




Sented with your choice of dntsslng and complimented by ow Hollon 
orSyrlonbread. SYRIAN POKKETS 
1. ORIGINAL POKKET r-.~~~""'''' $1.50 
2. VEST POIKET =-.::::::' tI'p, -- $1.50 
3. HIP POllET .................. a- $1.55 
4. CHANGE POllET =,.!..!:-- $1.45 
S.TUNA POllET. IIiI'IQIIW $1.60 
6. CRAB POllET ewc. ... .,..c-.. $2.&5 
7.IISI0£ POllET:::: $1.75 
I. WATCH POKIET ............... $1.75 
9. NUMBER 9 ~==a: ..... 14 $2.85 
10. VEG. POllET ==~:="-:'=I=_" Sl. 
ta., _ 25" , .... y IIDSU •• ICIISAYMA ... AU. Y ..... 
r.ea •••• COUPON ••••••••••••••••• COUPON ................ COUPON •••••••• 
· 9* fOR ITALIAN' : 9* FOR OUR = 30· REF.UND 
" . " FAMOUS I " el~ey ~~~AU! . TOSSED SALAD =. ON ANY LO-CAl 
.. SMAll. HAM" CHEESE II . YGurctNMceFremh,l~an,ltll:ofDietHai. I '& SYRIAN POKKET I ;, e; I i OR 30c Off OUR OTHER SALADS It" . , , ~, $ubmarines-Syrians-Salads I Submarines - SYria~ - Salads = »~, Submarines -:- Syri~1IS - Salads 
.. / 14 Central Square I. 14.,Central Square I\!. . 14 ~entnH Square 
Bridgewater, MA I .- Bndgewater, MA I 8tI . Bndgewater, MA 
Exp.Oct.22,1979 .. I Exp.Oct.22,1979 . . I Exp.Oct,22,1979 
IfHI~Jt1~ ••• _ •••• ~ ••••••••••••• iI.g •••••••• Bg .......................... . 
